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1.0

• %.

1.1 ZI_'I_3OUCTZOM

This Final Phase I Technical Report documents the results of work performed

for the NASA-Ames Research Center under NASA Contract NAS2-12180, Autonomous

Flight and Remote Site Landing Guidance Research for Helicopters. This

research has focused on the automation of the Guidance, Navigation and Control

(GN&C) functions for low altitude flight arid remote site landings.

Autoguidance technology is an import_nt research area with several

applications. For NASA, it is an element of the overall aircraft automation

program which has been pursued for several years. This technology points to a

reduction in pilot workload in both civilian and military operations. Low

altitude flight, particularly at Nor elevations, can be a high stress

operating environment in which reaction times are minimal and tolerance for

error nonexistent. The advancement of this technology may reduce the

potential for accidents through automated obstacle detection and avoidance.

This type of capability may be critically essential for military single pilot

operations such as in LHX.

1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study was to conduct research that has the potential of

leading to automated low-altitude flight and landing in remote areas within a

civilian environment, where initial cost, on-going maintenance costs, and

system productivity are important consi_lerations. An approach has been

implemented which has: 1) utilized those technologies developed for military

applications which are directly transferable to a civilian mission; 2)

exploited and developed technology areas where new methods or concepts are

required; and 3) undertaken research ide_tified as having the potential of

leading to innovative methods or concepte, required to achieve a manual and

fully automatic remote area low-altitude and landing capability. The project

has resulted in a definition of a system operational concept that includes a

sensor subsystem, a sensor fusion/feattAre extraction capability, and a

guidance and control law concept. These subsystem concepts have been

developed to sufficient depth to enable [urther exploration within the NASA

simulation environment, and to support pro_rams leading to flight test.



1.3 SCOPE/GUIDELII_S/I_QUII_1TS

Part of the tasks in the Phase I contract were accomplished by directly

applying the results of similar military sponsored programs. Table 1 high-

lights the related technologies of two programs which closely interface with

this effort. The Autonomous Land Vehicle program acconTnodates sensors and

sensor application techniques which are very similar to those needed for

obstacle avoidance in an Nor operational environment. The Pilot's Associate

Program addresses the automation of aircraft trajectory and the ways of best

supplying this information to the pilot.

The majority of the work conducted under this contract should be considered

innovative research in task areas that called for additional effort. It was

done from a broad systems requirements and definition point of view, where

tradeoffs and in-depth analysis in immature technology areas could be reviewed

before proceeding to simulation.

This report defines the concepts that were developed and summarizes the

effectiveness of the concepts based on computer analysis. It is expected that

these concepts might be further evaluated by NASA in piloted simulations, and
potentially in flight test.

Pro_ect Approach Overview

For this project, the research has been directed towards advancing rotorcraft

performance and effectiveness, particularly in guidance and control functions

for Nor flight and remote site landing in conditions which may include poor

visibility and darkness. The project approach emphasizes the following: (I)

identify guidance approach; (2) identify sensor imaging and machine vision

techniques; (3) push promising technologies.

The initial part of this study identifies the system concept which relates

navigation, sensors, and guidance and control. In the area of integrated

navigation, a design was put together for a helicopter landing mission-

tailored landing algorithm. The developed navigation sensor blending

algorithm emphasizes Global Positioning System (GPS) and Inertial Navigation

System (INS) for data sources, considering radar altimeter inputs. Concepts

were then explored with regard to the sensor interface with helicopter landing

guidance algorithms. Sensing requirements were then developed for primary and

secondary rotorcraft missions. A preliminary system architecture was

developed which would allow for the synthesis, integration, and augmentation

of the involved technologies. An approach was then designed to enable the

blending of sensor data such that the essential guidance information is

extracted for both manual and fully automatic flight. Guidance and control

laws were subsequently developed using the information derived from the sensor

data. The product of these algorithms provide trajectory information capable

of being used by an autopilot or displayed on a HUD in a manner that could be

effectively used by the pilot for automated terrain flight. The work

completed under each of the tasks was evaluated for proposed concept

effectiveness.
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¢.O

AUTONOMOUS LAND VEHICLE

SENSORS

FUR

TV

LASER RADAR

ACOUSTIC

SENSOR PROCESSING AND BLENDING

LIMITED DOMAIN INITIALLY (ROAD

FOLLOWING)

LANDMARK RECOGNITION (VISION) FOR

NAVIGATION UPDATING LATER IN PROGRAM

PILOT'S ASSOCIATE

NOT ADDRESSED IN DETAIL

ADDRESSED AT AN "INFORMATION CONTENT"

LEVEL ONLY

EXPERT SYSTEMS

SYSTEM EXECU liVE AND :iviAP-biAKiNG"

MAY BE USEFUL

PLANNING

BOTH FAR FIELD AND NEAR FIELD PLANNING

NEAR FIELD MAY NEED MORE

"INTELLIGENCE" THAN IN NOE APPLICATION

OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE IN VERY NEAR FIELD

HEAVY EMPHAS|3 O1'4_,.-,r,,',rt":.tj =v,=,,',, ,Tnnc WH_H_t[,_ ! ll,.Slin L O'_al,.'_,J'dL,.W$ I 'a"S"'e

THEN CALLS SUBSYSTEM "EXPERTS." MULTIPLE

COOPERATIVE EXPERT SYSTEMS.

INTENT WAS TO INCLUDE AUTOMATIC MISSION

PLANNING FUNCTIONS. NOT KNOWN IF "NEAR

FIELD" IS BEING TREATED.

PILOT VEHICLE INTERFACE
COMPUTER-GENERATED VOICE, NATURAL

LANGUAGE INTERFACE, SPEECH RECOGNITION,

ADVANCED DISPLAYS.

Table 1. Relationshipof NOE Research to DARPA Strategic Computing ProgramApptcation
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Prolect Goals

The objectives in conduct of this research have been (1] to provide NASA

access to current technologies; (2) to synthesize, integrate and augment these

technologies and define a feasible, automated GN&C system; and (3) to demon-

strate the effectiveness of this system through analysis, simulation and pos-

sible flight test. The resultant GN&C system has incorporated the best

available technologies and has provided the basis for a practical,

implementable and affordable mechanization.

NASA requested that the research effort focus on a relatively small set of

lower cost sensors when addressing Tasks II (Sensor Requirements] and Task III

(Blending of Sensor Data]. It is understood that this requirement is driven

by the procurement aim of developing related technology that has the potential

of being used in the civil environment where considerations of cost may be

significantly important.

1 .4 PREVIEW OF RESULTS

The results of this work are significant in that a viable method has been

identified and evaluated which uses relatively low cost passive sensors and

digital maps to support safe helicopter flight in the Nap-of-the-Earth (NOr)

flight mode.

Briefly stated, the products of the autoguidance research effort have been

primarily ones of: (i) furthering the understanding of how to use passive

sensors in the Nor flight environment and; (2} advancing the understanding of

key guidance and control implications associated with autonomous control of a

helicopter.

A method has been identified where a single video sensor (FLIR, LLTV) can be

employed performing passive ranging and obstacle avoidance in a difficult

real-time computing environment using image processing techniques. A

promising method has been identified and specifications have been generated as

to the types of hardware components and algorithms which are needed for the

next stage of study. In addition, the major obstacles to further research

have been identified and the systems error contributions have been quantified.

The guidance and control research efforts under this contract have resulted in

the delivery of real-time Nor trajectory generating code which has since been

used in man-in-loop simulations in the NASA Ames facility. Other research has

coordinated the interactions of airframe and sensors to quantify the general

sensor requirements, and the interrelationship, at the system level, of the

sensors, sensor algorithms, navigation, and guidance of the helicopter.



2.0 azSe.u_7_ AND RZSULTS

2.1 TASK I: SYSTEM CONCEPT

The objective of this task was to defin(_ in general terms, a total system

concept that will allow a helicopter to operate at low-altitude and land at

unprepared sites in remote areas at night and in poor visibility conditions.

The concept includes a sensor subsystem, a sensor fusion/feature extraction

capability, and a guidance and control law concept. The derived concept

accommodates diverse sensors and supports multiple flight modes.

2.1.1 pesiun Approach

The design approach to the development of the overall system concept is

described as follows:

aa Formulate an initial design concept_, including system operational modes

and top-level block diagrams which (_ncompass these modes, very early in

the program. This early conceptualization of the system serves as a

reference framework within which the workability of various subsystem

designs can be evaluated.

ha During formulation of the initial system concept, draw heavily from

recent and ongoing programs in the military environment to establish key

subsystems and their relationships. In particular, review such military

programs as Pave Pillar and TF/TA programs.

Co Revise the system concept as necessary after individual design trade

studies are performed in Tasks II through IV. It is primarily at the

subsystem level that alternative a_>roaches are available to accomplish

the various subsystem functions, a:_d key trades will be accomplished

during the project to identify par_::icular approaches that appear most

viable and/or which constitute lower risk in meeting overall system

objectives.

2.1.2

ao

The objectives associated with Task i[ are:

Determine the available DoD technolo!_ies which can be exploited.

b. Develop a system concept at the subsltstem block diagram level.

c. Establish the framework for a detail,_d design.



2.1.3 Research plan
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The initial plan for determining the system concept occurred in two phases.

The first phase culminates in the development of an initial system concept and

the identification of the set of operational modes for the system. The steps

that were be followed to accomplish this are:

Identify existing and planned DoD programs and publlshed research

that are usable in the current context.

Identify alternative system concepts.

Adapt the alternative system concepts to existing technologies.

Select an initial system concept and a set of operational modes.

Document the selected system concept with a block diagram showing

subsystem control and interactions.

This system block diagram served as a strawman framework to which Tasks II,

III and IV were worked. While Tasks II, III and IV were being worked, the

system concept was allowed to evolve to accept new technologies end to reflect

the maturation of other technologies. This second, evolutionary phase

culminated in a final system concept that accurately reflects the results

developed by Tasks II, III and IV. Figure I reflects that plan.

Figure 1. Phase I Task Flows in Project Work Plan

The initially proposed Task V analysis functions were incorporated into Tasks

II & IV. For example, as the imaging and optical flow concepts were

developed, image data was obtained and used to further the understanding of

the processing techniques separately from the overall system concept.

Likewise, the guidance and control law development was performed with a

recognition of the interface requirements with respect to the sensors, but

without assembling an integrated end-to-end simulation. As a result, the

system concept was analyzed to a degree of detail which was sufficient to

verify it's viability.



AS stated earlier, an important aspect of the approach to Task I is to

formulate a system concept very early in the program, and to perform subsystem

design and analysis tasks in the context of this system concept, so as to

evolve it into a complete, coherent and in_lementable system. Formulation of

the system concept requires a definition of flight phases and nodes of

operation, and • definition of system req_irements for each phase/mode. These

system requirements include:

functions to be accomplished,

• associated timing and accuracl requirements,

• attendant requirements on subsystems such as sensors, and

requirements for crew interface.

2.1.4 System Operational Modes

A starting point for development of th_ preliminary system concept is to

identify the mission functions to be ac._omplished. The system operational

modes are typically thought of as a co_ination of flight phase or regime,

mission function, and crew interface mode (automatic or manual), as described

in Table 2. For example, referring to the, table, AUTO-TF/TA, MANUAL APPROACH,

and AUTO-LANDING might all be thought of as system operational modes.

Accordingly, Table 2 shows a structure of the operational modes of the

proposed system. For completeness, the table includes cruise as a flight

regime (or phase) in addition to the fli_ht regimes of greater emphasis--low

altitude flight and approach/landing. The, low-altitude flight regime has been

broken down into three distinguishable sub-phases (or mission profiles):

Terrain following/terrain avoidance (TF/TA), as might be used to

fly search patterns for searck and rescue missions;

TF/TA with obstacle avoidance (TF/TA/OA), as might be necessary

for Nor flight; and

Hover, as might be used for navigational orientation or local area

search.

The approach/landing flight regime in Table 2 has been similarly divided into

the sub-phases of approach, hover, and landing. Automatic or manual operation

is allowable for each sub-phase cited abo_e.

As can also be noted in the table, hover has been included as a distinct sub-

phase/mission profile. This capability of helicopters is, of course, a very

important distinction from fixed wing aizcraft, and will also likely exhibit

sensor requirements and crew interface rE_quirements which are different from

the other operational modes.

While it may not be strictly necessary to define TF/TA and Nor flight as

separate sub-phases or mission profiles, the distinction is carried along here

because of the possibly different requLrements for sensor data and crew

interface. Accordingly, Nor flight is distinguished from TF/TA by its extreme
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REGIME/
PHASE

Cruise

Low Altitude
Fligtlt

Approach/
Landing

FLIGHT SUB-PHASE/
MISSION PRORLE

NAV

"rF/TA

TF/TA/OA
(Nap-of-the-Earth)

Hovel'

Approach

Hovel'

TYPICALSENSOR

Landing

• INS

o_

• Digital Map

• INS

U'rlLIZATI(3N

• Nlime4er

e_

• FLIR

• Digital Map • C-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-_S

• INS • FLIR

• CO2 Laser

• INS • GPS

• C02 Laser

• INS oFLIR

oGPS • C02 Laser

• GPS Ditterentialo mmWRadar

• INS oRB

eGPS oCO2_

• GPS D_erenlialo mmW_

• INS oR.B,

eGPS • CO2 Laser

• GPS Diflemnllalo mu_NRadar

DISPLAY REQUIREMENTS

AUTO

o Stalus, Nay

• Situation
Awareness

• Siuati0n
Awareness

• Siuat_
Awareness

• Siuatk_n
Awareness

• Slualk_
Awareness

• SRuatk_
Awareness

MANUAL

o SIatus, Nay

• Task-Oriented

• Task-Oriented

o B_s Eye

• Task-Oriented

• CommandSlew

• Task-Oriented

• Task-Oriented

•Cornmand Slew

• Task-Oriented

• Inertial

Table 2. System Operational Modes



proximity tO the ground, where vegetatio1_, wires and other obstacles are a

major consideration and where correlatiorl of active sensors to the digital

terrain map may be more difficult because :_f restricted perspective view.

Figure 2, which summarizes a probability of clobber study [Ref. 9], shows

justification for including an obstacle avoidance capability in the lowest

altitude regimes. The figure illustrates that any low-level flight using only

DMA digital terrain (curve A) map data with its inherent statistical nature

(_ - 26m for this example) and the lack of information on obstacle locations

presents a probability of clobber exceeding 10% over a representative flight

trajectory. By adding cultural features _o the terrain data base (curve B),

an order of magnitude increase in clobber avoidance occurs, yet this still

indicates unacceptable flight conditions due to the remaining unregistered

obstacles in the data base.

With the addition of on-board sensing, the probability of clobber decreases by

an order of magnitude if 90% of the obst_cles are detected (curve C) and to

acceptably low levels when all obstacles are detected with a sensor of 2 mil

angular accuracy (curve D).

It may be concluded that flying accordin_ to the DMA data base alone would

lead to unacceptably high probability of clobber, hence the functional

requirement for a real-time sensor suite with a robust capability to detect

obstacles.

2.1.5 P_liminarv Block Diaqrams

A top-level block diagram of the system concept is shown in Figure 3. As

illustrated, the major conceptual subsystems of sensing, sensor binding, and

guidance and control are roughly aligned with the corresponding research Tasks

II, III, and IV of the study effort. The crew interface and sensor management

tasks are shown to "straddle" Tasks III and IV because of the relevance of

these management-related functions to the overall system.

The subsystem structure illustrated in Figure 3 is very general and applicable

to system operation in any of the modes or flight regimes discussed in the

previous section.

2.1.6 D_v_IoD System Desian Methodoloav

The key to formulating the system concept resides in determining the sensor

requirements to fly the missions as outlined in Section 2.1.3. Because of the

extreme demands both in response and maneuverability associated with Nor

flight, this flight mode is a driver to the overall system design.

The sensor requirements were obtained by determining the envelope of

helicopter performance characteristics and maneuverability required in terrain

and object avoidance flight (in the NOr mission in particular), and then

applying the information to determine sensor ranges, field of view and regard,

and other relevant factors. Ranging requirements and field of regard were

established parametrically with re!_ard to helicopter velocity,

maneuverability, and system response time. The results of this performance

analysis are then used to trade-off candidate sensor systems.
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Sensor candidates were identified which a_e suitable to the requirements and

meet with other goals. These goals include cost, availability, and a

designated preference for implementing passive sensors in lleu of active

sensors. In • hostile military environment, active sensors betray the

aircraft position, and even in a peacetime situation, the use of lasers may

require precautionary measures for the pilot and any personnel in the vicinity

of the aircraft.

As the interrelationship of the sensor :_ystem was developed, a sub-system

architecture was determ/ned for the guidance portion of the concept. This

architecture:

(1) Integrates the three types of navigation (very near, near and far

field);

(2) Deals with selected approach to sen_or fusion, namely, directed search

of active sensors; and

(3) Integrates the other sensors such as GPS, INS, and digital map.

2.1.7 System Block Diaaram

The final derivation of the System BlocX Diagram is an extension of the

proposal concept. The system as shown in Figure 4 is a generic interface of

Sensors, Navigation, and Guidance & Control. Each block of the diagram repre-

sents a technology, some more developed than others. This study has focused

its efforts for Phase I on some of th,_ key technologies which are Just

emerging in the avionics R&D environment.

I SENSING

t

I

!

!

Figure 3. System Concept Block Diagram

11
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Rgure 4. System Block Diagram
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The blending of altimeter data, inertial navigation (INS), and GPS information

into integrated navigation is an accepted technology which NASA and industry

are actively working upon. Any detailed work in this area under this contract

would be redundant. Digital map data is manipulated as if it were also sensor

data, being fused/compared with integrated navigation to detect the possible

presence of terrain obstacles and to be used in determining where to direct

the onboard sensors.

Current digital map data is sparse. Coz._nercially available DMA data sets

purchased through the USGS have been found to be unreliable. However, the

industry and government-wide interest _n application of this technology

indicates a probable availability and reliability in the future.

Sensors

It was discovered that the application of the characteristics of generic

imaging and ranging sensors to the _ystem block diagram is of more

significance than the selection of indi_ridual types of sensors. The two

principal sensor blending techniques w_ich are possible are fusion and

directed search. There is a basic instabLlity in trying to fuse the azimuth

and elevation information characteristic of imaging sensors with the rather

broad angular measures of most ranging sys'::ems (i.e., radars).

The more flexible approach to merging the information from dissimilar sensors

involves using imaging sensor data to perform separate directed search with a

ranging sensor. With the appropriate sensor management algorithms,

information from a suite of ranging sensor;_ could be fused.

For example, the directed search approacL allows a very narrow beam system

such as a CO 2 laser to find a prioritized list of targets handed off from the

imaging system. The directed search algozithm would trade-off the individual

search time requirements per target with both the priority and list length to

meet the scheduling requirements of its c_uty cycle. If the imaging system

finds several targets of ranging intere_t, some of which are a potential

clobber in the near term time span (urgent target), while others are likely to

be further away and only passing near (background targets}, the directed

search algorithm would immediately pattern several active "pings" of the

urgent target(s} and then apply the remaining time in the search cycle to the

background targets.

Naviaation

There are three navigation subsystems Jn the system concept. They are

configured in close relationship where the product of one is directly applied

to the next. Figure 5 illustrates the f_r field, near field, and very near

field domains.

The far field or global mission routing subsystem has traditionally been part

Of mission planning prior to mission execution. Its function is to support

route planning from the current location to the destination, while accounting

for mission constraints such as time and fuel limitations. In recent years

13
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Figure 5. Navigation Concepts

there has been growing recognition that this function can be carried out

automatically, during the mission, as mission requirements change.

This technology has been pursued under early internal funded research, and

more recently, under another NASA SBIR Contract (NAS2-12402).

The algorithms employed to support far field global trajectory generation use

a hybrid of Dynamic Pr0vramming and a recursive technique known as backward

chaining. In the illustration, Figure 6, a way is indicated for enhancing

this mission planning technique for real-time trajectory planning/replanning.

The initial trajectory is determined using mission parameters such as known

threats, waypoints, etc. and initial location and destination. A sparse grid

of cost information is constructed from this data and an averaging of terrain

data from the digital map.

The resultant route is then reworked on-board the aircraft using intermediate

waypoint areas as destinations. A Judicious selection of a subset of the map

and a denser cost grid enables a refined trajectory determination over the

interval.

This technique is seen as a candidate on-board far-field navigation sub-

system. The near-field navigation subsystem uses both this information and

available sensor data to generate a locally optimized flyable trajectory over

the next 30 seconds or so of flight time. Trajectory generation applies both

to the low altitude flight function as well as to the remote site landing

function.

In the low altitude flight regime, this critical function is responsible for

modifying the global trajectory based on the updated terrain map information

to result in a new, and flyable, trajectory in the neighborhood of the global

trajectory. This is portrayed in Figure 7, which shows that for the current

location of the aircraft, the near-field trajectory is computed over a terrain

patch in_ediately in front of the aircraft.
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Figure 7. Processing Path in Front of Aircraft

In this low altitude flight regime, there is an extremely small set of

automatic TF/TA (and NOr) techniques that appear to be viable and which have

achieved any degree of acceptance within the flight control community. One of

these techniques, Dynapath, developed under an Air Force contract. Under this

NASA contract, Dynapath, has been translated from this original, model coded

in the C language, to FORTRAN for application at NASA. Additional

modifications were made to the ways in which the Dynamic Progranm_ng controls

are applied which better suit the algorithm to the relatively low speed and

accelerations of helicopters versus the original application to high velocity

fighter aircraft.

The details of these modifications are extensively discussed in the Task IV

description.

The very near field navigation subsystem serves as an override to the nominal

con_nanded trajectory generated by the near field navigation subsystem. When

sudden obstacle detections are flagged by the sensor system and there is

insufficient time to proceed with the normal computational cycle to avoid the

obstacle, an override comr_and is generated to the con_anded trajectory.

2.3..8 Suumma=v

The system block diagram developed for this phase of the contract remains in a

generic state, but this is consistent with the desire to remain open to

employing a relatively small set of lower cost sensors in addressing the

sensor tasks, yet remaining open to future possibilities.

The rotorcraft performance envelope was defined for Nor flight. Sensing

requirements were defined for the Nor flight regime which is typically at

velocities of 0-60 knots and at a terrain clearance of 5-50 feet. The sensor
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subsystem requires a minimum field of regard of 120 ° and an obstacle

detection capability of 420 feet, nominally, but extending over 100-1000 feet

depending upon actual system response and helicopter maneuverability.

Sensor requirements for the landing mode include the same range band but

require a hemispherical field of regard centered along the velocity direction.

Special note should be made with regard to tail clearance in confined area

landing.

For the other low altitude and approach flight modes, the sensors developed

for the primary roles of Nor and landin_ should also serve adequately for

these related modes. For contour flight, a reasonable look down capability

should exist (~60 °] and range measurement capability should extend to greater

ranges compatible with higher expected aircraft velocities. For hovering

flight, an omni-directional field of regard is highly desirable.

17



2.2 TASK ZI : 8]D_T$OR REQUIREMENTS

2.2.1 HelicoPter Sensino Reuuirements

2.2.1.1 Introduction

There is a distinct relationship between helicopter flight characteristics and

the key sensor requirements to support the concepts of automatic guidance.

Since it is the focus of this study to identify and pursue key research areas

which advance this technology, this survey of sensing requirements was

performed at a level sufficient to define the requirements for generic

sensors. The results of this effort clearly indicate the connection between

helicopter operating characteristics and the range and field of view/regard of

sensors to support these operations.

The principal area of interest in this study surrounds the NOr flight

environment. This operating mode is characterized by flight at altitudes of

5-50 feet above the local terrain and at velocities in the range of 0-60

knots. This flight envelope is illustrated in Figure 8 with a typical height-

velocity diagram. Turning maneuvers at this low altitude must include enough

lift to avoid loss of height above the terrain. Maneuvers, especially at low

speeds and around densely distributed obstacles, are frequently uncoordinated

and are often typified by slipping or skidding in turns, or consist of pedal

turns which generate a change in the tail position with a minimum movement

over the ground. Large displacement maneuvers, however, are principally

coordinated turns, climbing, or stopping maneuvers. Figure 8 shows the power

available and required for a representative light helicopter as a function of

velocity in level forward flight. The maneuvering capability of a helicopter

is dependent upon the available power beyond the component required to

overcome drag and maintain lift. Note, in Figure 8, the available excess

power in the NOr velocity range from 0 to 60 knots. This represents the power

which is available for maneuvering. The actual power available varies also

with aircraft weight, altitude, and temperature.

Table 3 outlines the performance limits for most helicopters and the values

which are assumed within this study for Nor flight. The maneuver-relevant

parameters of velocity, acceleration, climb, and pitch and bank angles are

well within the overall performance envelope. Some parameters, such as max

bank angle, are restricted by the velocity dependent power margin as shown in

Figure 8. The pitch angles for forward acceleration and deceleration and the

attitude control are factors to consider in determining sensor view angle

requirements durlngmaneuvering flight.

2.2.1.2 Helicopter Maneuverability

Four types of obstacle avoidance maneuvers were investigated in the analysis

of sensor range requirements. These maneuvers involve climbing over

obstacles, maneuvering around them, or stopping. The equations of the

trajectory paths were determined as a function of helicopter velocity and

maneuver parameters (Table 4). For turns, the parameter is bank angle; for

climbs, climb rate; and for stopping, the parameter is pitch angle. The

turning or stopping accelerations are determined on the basis of no change

occurring in altitude. The maneuvering model was evaluated over a range of

18
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PERFORMANCE

vekx y

VerticalAoceleration

Max Rate of Climb

Max Rate of Descent

Att_de Control (Ho_d)

Max Pitch Down in Forward
Acceleration

Max Ptch Up in Deceleration

Max Angle of Bank

T_rne to Max Bank

PERFORMANCE LIMIT

0 - 170 Kts

-0.5 to +2.5 G

3000 FPM

3000 FPM

.-* 2 ° Pitch/Rdl

--+3 ° Yaw

30"

45 °

60 °

2 sec

TYPICAL NOE

0 - 40 Kts

0.5 to 1.5 G

1000 FPM

500 FPM

15 °

30"

30"

lSeC

Table 3. Helicopter Performance Chart:

velocities and bank/pitch angles and plotted for use in evaluating the

tradeoffs between helicopter performance and sensor range requirements.

Climb Maneuver

Figure 9 illustrates the trajectory for a climb over an obstacle. In this

maneuver, the aircraft is assumed to detect an obstacle, perform sensor and

data processing functions, and initiate the aircraft response. The time

required to perform these functions is the reaction time. The helicopter

enters a constant rate-of-climb/constant velocity climb maneuver and clears

the obstacle by the same margin as is maintained over the terrain in NOE

flight. C_K_C_RT

O_ON

_ST_r_

_Kll _° 202 R

_Kll 14 ° 40S R

OVlance
O_ion O_T_

Figure 9. Helicopter Vertical Maneuverability
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The range equations for the climb maneuve::, as listed in Table 4, relate the

sensing range to aircraft velocity, climb _::ate, reaction time, and obstruction

height. Two sample evaluations were made for velocities of 20 and 40 knots

with an assumed helicopter climb capabilit:_ of 1000 fpm and an obstacle height

of 50 feet. The sensor ranging requirem_nts increase dramatically from 185

feet at 20 knots to 400 feet at 40 knots.

Table 4. Helicopter Vertical Maneuverability

Symbols

v - Helicopter Velocity

vCL - Helicopter Climb Rate

TCL - Flight Path Angle of Climb

t R - Reaction Time

hOB S - Obstruction Height

d R - Distance Traveled During Reaction Time

dCL - Distance Traveled During CI_

doB S - Sensor Range Required for Ve_:tical Maneuver Over Obstruction

VQr_i_al M_n_uver Euuations

TCL " tan-1 (VCL/V)

d R - t R • v

dCL - hoBS/tan (_CL)

%BS " _L + dR

Note that this indicates the range at which a reliable range measure is begun.

For the passive ranging optical flow sy_tem described within this report,

additional sensing is required after the aircraft has moved to a closer range.

Another useful Nor maneuver is the quick _top illustrated in Figure 10. For

this maneuver, the helicopter, after senzJing, etc., performs a coordinated

pitch rotation about the lowest part of the tail rotor. This technique

involves a dual process of collective to raise the center of gravity of the

aircraft and cyclic to pitch the nose up. Additional collective is demanded

to balance the vertical component of the rotor thrust with the aircraft

weight. The rearward thrust component provides the deceleration for the

maneuver. As the velocity is nulled, either the collective is reduced and the

nose is lowered for a hover, or a climb, turn, or other maneuver can be

initiated. The equations for the quick stop maneuver are developed (Table 5)

with regard to determining the tradeoff between velocity and pitch maneuver

and the sensor range required tosafely allow the helicopter to be halted.

The only other parameter affecting sensing range requirements is reaction

time. This item has the same assumption as in the climb maneuver.
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Table 5. Helicopter Quick Stop Maneuverability

v

tR

es
as

g

ds

- Helicopter Velocity

- Reaction Time

- Distance Traveled During Reaction Time

- Quick Stop Pitch Angle

- Quick Stop Acceleration

- Gravitational Acceleration Constant

- Sensor Range Required for Quick Stop Maneuver

Ouick StoDManeuver Eauations

dR i tR • v

a S - g tanes

d s - v2/(2-a S) + d R

Distance(d R)
,ObstructionDistance(d S)

Figure 10. Helicopter Quick Stop Maneuverability

Lateral Turns

Two constant altitude Nor turn maneuvers were evaluated. A swerve, or hard

brake maneuver, is a single turn made to avoid an obstacle without regard to

the heading of the aircraft after the avoidance maneuver. The two-turn

maneuver involves two syn_etrical turns, one away from the obstacle and the

other a reverse turn to regain the heading change as the obstacle is bypassed.

These maneuvers are illustrated in Figure 11. In both types of horizontal

maneuvers, the trajectory equations (Table 6) are configured to solve for the

downrange distance traveled while reorienting the helicopter to miss the

obstacle by a fixed distance or offset. In each maneuver, the reaction time

is assumed to include sensor and data processing and the initiation of the

bank maneuver for the turn. For either maneuver, the turn radius is a

r_ ',._ _ i _22 .......
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(2 Turn) " [). _

I Horizontal Maneu " --

(d(_,A, dSW)

Figure 11. NOE Horizontal Maneuv,_rs for Obstacle Avoidance

Swerve end 2_Turn

Table 6. Helicopter NOE H_rizontal Maneuvers

Swerve and Two-Turn

v

tR

dR
eB

r T
n

g

rOFF

YSW

dsw

VO/A

do/A

- Helicopter Velocity

- Reaction'Time

- Distance Traveled During Re_,ction Time

- Maneuver Bank Angle

- Horizontal Turn Radius

- Load Factor (Number of g's Experienced)

- Gravitational Acceleration Constant

- Centerline Offset Required to Avoid Obstacle

- Heading Change During Swer_ Maneuver

- Sensor Range Required to Allow for Swerve Maneuver

- Maximum Heading Change Duri:_g Two-Turn

maneuver

- Sensor Range Required to Allow for Two-Turn Obstacle Avoidance

Maneuver-

NQE Horizontal Maneuver E_uations

n

rT

VSW

dsw

¥O/A
dO/a

- 1/cos(e B)

- t R • v

- v2/(g tane B)

. Cos-I(rT/[rT+rOFF ])

. (rT+rOFF)-sin(Vsw) + dr

. Cos-l(1 - rOFF/rT /2) when rOFF>2rT, otherwise 90 °

- 2-(rT+rOFF)'sin(VO/A) + d R
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function of the velocity and bank angle parameters selected. The trajectory

equations do not account for the t/me required to roll from one bank angle to

the opposite. In a nominal 40 knot, 30 ° bank maneuver, as much as 50 feet of

extra range may be required for the two-turn maneuver compared to the swerve

maneuver.

In addition to velocity, bank angle, and reaction time, the lateral offset is

a parameter which affects the range solution. In this study, the offset was

fixed at 50 feet and represents both the allowance for the aircraft rotor and

the margin of clearance of the obstacle. Obstacles of appreciable width must

also be considered in terms of the offset.

Table 7 lists the solutions for each of the maneuver equations for a

parametric variation in velocity. The fixed parameters listed at the top of

the table are felt to be representative of Nor flight. A key solution value

to note is the greatest sensing range requirement at a 40 knot nominal

velocity (418 ft/30 ° bank) for the two turn maneuver. Note also that at

reduced velocities the ranging requirements diminish, but the turn angles

increase. It is important for a sensor system to maintain coverage in the

intended downrange direction, hence the 20 knot velocity, 56.6 ° swerve angle

is representative of the minimum level of sensor angular coverage a system
should have in each direction.

2.2.1.3 Ranging Requirements

Figures 12 through 14 are graphs of the sensor range requirements for a set of

velocities and bank/pitch angles. In Figure 12, the velocity sensitivity of

sensing range to helicopter velocity is almost linear for all maneuvers except

the quick stop. The swerve maneuver tends to require slightly less sensor

ranging than the two-turn maneuver and should generally be considered as an

occasional tactic to be used when the system is extended beyond the nominal

performance. For example, an obstacle which can be avoided with a 30 ° bank,

two-turn maneuver when sensed at 418 ft and at a velocity of 40 knots, can be

detected at the same range and velocity and be avoided with a swerve maneuver

at a bank of only 20 ° (Figure 12) or can be detected at 325 feet and be

avoided with a 40 ° banked maneuver.

All maneuvers are heavily driven by the system reaction time. A 3-second

reaction accounts for nearly 50% of the sensor range requirement. However, it

is unlikely that this time could be reduced by more than one second without

employing active sensors and high roll rates.

Figure 13 shows the ranging sensitivity to bank/pitch angle of the helicopter

in each obstacle avoidance maneuver at a nominal Nor velocity of 40 knots. A

400-ft sensor range capability appears adequate for a helicopter with 30 °

bank and pitch capability. However, ranging requirements for the quick stop

maneuver grow rapidly if the pitch maneuverability is degradedbelow 20 °.

In Figure 14, the same evaluations are made for a 60 knot velocity helicopter.

The sensing range requirements increase to about 600 ft. Note in both Figures

13 and 14 that all maneuvers demand approximately the same ranging

capabilities provided in 30 ° bank/pitch capability and 1000 fpm climb

capability is available. Most helicopters have this performance capacity.
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FIXED PARAMETERS

Bank Angle (degrees) 30.0

Rotor Offset (ft) 50.0

React. Time (sec) 3.0

G-Load 1.2

VELOCITY (knots)
Reaction Distance

Turn Radius

10,0 29,0 _0,0 40,0 50,9 6Q,O 70.0
50.6 101.3 151.9 202.5 253.2 303.8 354.4
15.3 61.3 137.9 245.2 383.1 551.6 750.8

RORIZONTAL SWERVE MANEUVER

Swerve Angle

Swerve (ft)

76.4 _ 42.8 33.8 27.8 23.5 20.4

114.1 194.2 279.5 366.9 455.2 543.9 633.0

Two-'nnm ol_u_'wgR
OIA Turn Angle

O/A Dist. (ft)

90.0 53.7 35.0 26.1 20.8 17.3 14.8

81.3 200.1 310.3 418.2 525.4 632.2 738.7

WRTTC_LMANEUVER

Obstacle Ht.

Climb Angle

Climb Distance

Clearance Dist.

(Climb Rate - I000 fpm)

50.0

86.8 30.8 19.6 14.4 11.5 9.5 8.1

2.8 83.8 140.6 194.2 246.5 298.3 349.7

53.4 185.0 292.5 396.7 499.7 602.1 704.1

QUICK STOP MANEUVER

Stop Time (sec)

Distance (ft)

Total Distance

(Pitch at 30 degrees)

0.9 1.8 2.7 3.6 4.5 5.4 6.4

7.7 30.6 69.0 122.6 191.5 275.8 375.4

58.3 131.9 220.9 325.1 444.7 579.6 729.8

CONCLUSIONS

_RANGINGREOUIR_NTS _ 400 lit MINIMOMFIELD OF REGARD 120 DEG

Table 7. Helicopler Perk3nnarw_ Analysis in NOE I_ lot Varying VeWodly
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2.2.1.4 Performance Summary

The performance studies conducted under tk_is study serve merely to outline the

approximate requirements for a sensor system. To go beyond the level

contained herein would require a detaileJ definition of a proposed aircraft

complete with such details as roll accel,_ration capability, aircraft control

system response, etc.

The performance review strongly indicates that a sensor system should reliably

function at ranges of 400-600 ft for a helicopter NOr flight regime of 40

knots and coordinated turn/pitch maneuv_rs of 30 °. Expanding the sensor

system performance to ranges of 600-800 ft allows for a blend of higher

transit speeds, lower bank angle requirements, and greater obstacle clearance

margins.

It should be noted that the system reacti¢.n time provides a large contribution

to sensor ranging requirements, the =eaction time is composed of four

elements:

Sensor Multiple Observations

Sensor Data Processing and Verification

Pilot/System Response

• Aircraft Response

The need for multiple sensor observation:5 is discussed in detail in Section

2.2.2 for a passive ranging system. It requires a distinct displacement in

helicopter position between sensor observations and, as such, is unlikely to

ever require less than approximately (>he second. Similarly, pilot and

aircraft responses are also finite and mu_t include allowances for off-nominal

conditions (e.g., loading, etc.].

The actual sensor data processing and ve_:ification time requirements are the

most likely time components for optimization. Conclusions reached in Section

2.2.2 indicate that emerging technology _hould be capable of processing data

in a fraction of a second.

2.2.2 Passive Ranqinq _rgm H_licomters V:.a Qptical Flow Measurement

2.2.2.1 Introduction

The pilot of a helicopter close to the gJ:ound estimates the range to objects

partly by their motion, or optical flow, in his field of view. An automatic

system for passive ranging can operate similarly. A conventional TV camera

(generating approximately 512 by 512 pixel images 30 times per second] is an

adequate sensor for a passive ranging system that could be used for navigation

or that detects objects close enough to a helicopter flight path to be

threatening.

This section describes and illustrates image processing algorithms that

automate passive ranging by optical flc:w. Section 2.2.2.2 describes the

general concept of passive ranging by opt Lcal flow. Section 2.2.2.3 presents
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a brief error analysis that shows that the passive ranging is accurate enough

to be useful with practical image measurement errors and navigation system

errors. Section 2.2.2.4 describes image processing for pilot warning which

uses the concept to detect objects that are close enough to a helicopter

flight path to be threatening, i.e., that are within a "tunnel of safe

passage" that must be maintained around the helicopter flight path. Section

2.2.2.5 describes other processing techniques that could be used for more

accurate obstacle location.

2.2.2.2 General Concept

The speed and direction of the motion, or optical flow, of objects in a pair

of images collected from a moving vehicle depend on the

velocity magnitude

• time between images

angle of the object away from the velocity vector

the ranges to the objects.

If the velocity magnitude and bearing is supplied by the vehicle navigation

system, and if a feature is detected in two images and its angular motion

measured, then the range to the feature can be estimated.

Figure 15 shows how the angle between the feature and the velocity vector

might appear in a forward looking camera on the moving vehicle. The image

coordinates are azimuth and elevation. The feature displacement in angle from

the velocity vector is represented in polar coordinates p, e. (The direction

of the velocity vector does not have to lie within the image.)

Figure 16 shows how a motion of the vehicle over distance VT changes the range

and bearing to the feature, where r O and Po are the initial values of r and

p. The Q - P-Pc is the optical flow of the feature.

The mathematical relationships relating the geometric quantities shown in

Figures 15 and 16 are*

Po " c°s-1[C°S(ao-_v) c°S(Zo-ev)]

r 2 . (roCOS Po-VT)2 + (rosin po )2

p - sin-i [rosin Po l

r

m " P-Po

*The approximate ruler angles are used to describe the general concept. They

are not exactly correct for large angles. However, the concept is still

valid. An exactly correct formulation could have been given but was not

because of its complexity.
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Figure 15. Angles in the Image Plane
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Figure 16. Definition of Range and Angle Away From the Velocity Vector
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The equations, if desired, can be solved for the initial range r o. Figure 17

shows the relationship between the range r o and the optical flow co for various

angles of the velocity vector, Po" The approximate functional form of these

curves is

rom
(VT) tan Po

Cco

which is also shown as a dashed line in Figure 17 for p - 20 °.

It should be noted that the suggested technique for estimating passive range

from optical flow is much simpler than the general estimation problem because

velocity is being Supplied by the navigation system instead of also being

estimated from the optical flow. The next section will show the sensitivity

of ranging error to any errors in the velocity vector that is supplied by the

navigation system.

2.2.2.3 Error Analysis

Ranging by optical flow is notorious for being inaccurate. Therefore, an

error analysis is in order to shown that the proposed technique is accurate

enough to be useful. The standard deviation of the estimated range can be

computed using the approximate relationship

VT tan Po

r 0

Differentiating gives

co

Substituting this in the relationship

aro- aco,

gives

E=_ .£m_

r o CO ,.

i.e., errors in estimated range, ro, are proportional to errors in measured

optical flow, co. The sensitivity of estimated range to other measured or

supplied parameters can be computed from the mathematical relationships given

previously:

Po " c°s-1 [cos (Uo-U v) cos (_o-Zv)]

r2 . (roCOS po-VT) 2 + (rosin @o )2

@ . sin-i [rosin Po] + @d
r

co " P-Po
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where Pd is another parameter representing the component i_ the radial

direction of any uncorrected change in the velocity vector.

The sensitivity of the estimated range to any parameter p in these equations

is given by

gB o_ ,

_r o

where the partial derivatives of w can be evaluated using the chain rule to

differentiate the above mathematical relationships. For example, using

approximate relationship for estimated range

_- -_

Typical error in the measured optical flow of • feature might be 0.1 °. This

approximately corresponds to one pixel in • 512 by 512 image used to cover a

50" field of view. Figure 18 shows the variation of error in estimated range

with range and angle of the feature •way from the velocity vector. The values

of 100 m range and vehicle motion of 5 m (1/6 sec at 30 m/s) •re the typical

values plotted. The random error for estimated range in this case of 100

meters range is 36 meters. Also plotted are • longer range of 200 m and a

longer flight time of 0.333 sec or VT - 10 m. The figure shows • strong

dependence on all three parameters. Error is proportional to range squared

and inversely proportional to distance travelled, VT.

Or (meters) 0.1 dig

100 "__m

• r 0 ,, 200m

5O

r0 ,, lOOm

1 2 5 10
ANGLE AWAY FROM VELOCITY VEGTOR

Po (deg)

ORIGINAL PAGE iS
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Figure 18. Range Estimation Error for Optical Flow
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The sensitivities of estimated range to errors in the system parameters and

typical errors in these parameters are given in Table 8. Multiplying the

sensitivity times the typical error gives the ranging error. The table

indicates the contributions from all erro::" sources is less than the random

error. The sensitivities to error in the elevation angles are zero in this

example, because the elevation direction is, perpendicular to the direction to

the feature.

Errors in two system parameters might be large enough to degrade performance.

One is an error in the bearing of the velocity vector. A 1/2 degree error

causes approximately a 10 m bias in range. This, however, will not be overly

significant if the random errors are several tens of meters. The other

questionable system parameter is the chang_ in the direction of the velocity

vector in image coordinates caused by flexing of the aircraft/camera mount

between imaging times. If this is less than 0.03 deg (1/2 n_u in 10 m), then

the error in range estimate will be less than 10 m and will not be significant

relative to a random error of 36 meters.

The general conclusions from this error _nalyses are that range estimation

using optical flow is feasible assuming t_le error sources have approximately

the magnitude assumed. The most critical assumptions on error sources are:

• A measurement accuracy of 0.I deg or 1 pixel when measuring the

optical flow. This measurement accuracy should be demonstrated by

processing of helicopter-collected imagery.

• A velocity bearing error of I/2 degree, which corresponds to a

navigation system drift of 1/2 nm/hr.

• A velocity drift of less than 0.03 deg between images. This

number should be verified by further consultation with experts on

inertial systems and helicopte;_ mechanical structure.

Figure 19 shows the variation of the rancle estimation error caused by these

sources as a function of the vehicle motion, VT. The effect of measurement

accuracy and the velocity drift can be red lced by increasing VT--assuming that

the errors do not increase significantly with the increased time interval.

The effect of the velocity bearing error is not changed by changing VT.

Therefore, the range estimation accuracy is critically dependent on having an

adequate navigation system.

2.2.2.4 TuDnel of Safe Passaue

A "tunnel of safe passage" for a helicop':;er is defined as a circular tunnel

ahead of the helicopter that has the current velocity vector as its axis and

which is free of obstacles. Figure 20 shows a cross section of the tunnel.

Figure 20 also indicates how objects inside the tunnel are detected. At the

helicopter (H), the distance to the tunnel wall (HW), is known for all

directions. If an object is detected at distance HO, which is less than HW,

then the object must be inside the tunnel.
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_ystem Parameter

Typical Parameter

Value Sensitivity TYPical M_a_urQm_n_ Error

Azimuth to feature G o - 5 deg 19 m/deg Measurement error - 0.1 deg

Elevation to feature E9 - 0 deg 0 deg Same as azimuth

Velocity azimuth G v - 0 deg -19 m/deg 1/2 nm/hr - 1/2 deg at 30 m/s

Velocity elevation £v " 0 deg 0 deg Same as azimuth

Velocity v - 30 m/see 3.33 m/m/s 112 nm/hr - 1/4 m/s

Measurement interval T - 1/6 sec 600 m/sec Negliglble

Radial drift of velocity

direction

Pd " 0 deg 362 mldeg Gyro drift - 0.01 deg

Accelerometer drift - 0.01 deg

Aircraft flexing - unknown

Range to features is 100 meters

Tal:_ 8. Error Sensilivily ot _ed I:lanoe

Typ£cal Range

Error

1.9m

0 m

9.5m

0 m

0.8m

Negligible

0.36 m

3.6m

?
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Figure 20. Tunnel of Safe Passage

If a TV camera is imaging in the approximate direction of flight, then the

tunnel of safe passage can be superimposed on this image. Figure 21 shows the

image of a circular tunnel of safe passage superimposed on the image. The

axis of the tunnel is at (V). The rings on the tunnel walls indicate equally

spaced ranges from the helicopter.

Figure 21. Image of Circular Tunnel with Axis at V

A tunnel of safe passage with parallel walls that extend forever is obviously

an approximation. In reality, the helicopter can maneuver and the areas that

must be free of obstacles gets smaller with range. However, for this paper,

only a circular tunnel of constant diameter will be considered.

For pilot warning, objects within the tunnel of safe passage can be detected

without actually estimating their range. Instead, threatening objects are

detected because their optical flow is too large• The relationship between

object distance from the tunnel axis, and the optical flow, _, can be derived

from the simplified expression

tan Po (VT)
r O t_

Realizing that for any object

• • S

tan Po " Po "
r O

s - p°2 (VT) ,
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where s is the object distance from the tune,el axis. For any s less than the

tunnel radius s*, the optical flow, _, will be greater than _* where

w* - P°2(VT)- •
s w

Thus, all objects inside the tunnel will h_ve _>_*, where _* is a function of

Po, the radial angle of the object away fror:_ the velocity direction.

Figures 22 through 25 demonstrate the concept of the tunnel of safe passage

for a helicopter. Figure 22 is one of two successive images taken on a low

flying helicopter 1/24 sec apart. Figure 23 illustrates the technique for

detecting edges. The velocity vector (shown as a cross in the upper left

corner of the image) is the center for several radials. The red and blue

lines are the high contrast edges computed normal to these radials. The red

lines are for the first of the two succes:_ive images and the blue lines are

for the second. For a specific feature, the optical flow is the distance

between the red and blue lines. Figure 24 shows colored warning markers on

the features in Figure 23 where the edge was detected in both images and the

optical flow was large enough to indicate that the object was within the

tunnel of safe passage. Again, the velocity direction is marked with a cross.

The green, yellow, and red marks indicate the amount by which the features are

within the tunnel--varying from slightly inside to considerably inside. The

blue rings in the image indicate the position of the tunnel walls at equally

spaced ranges from the helicopter. Figure 25 superimposes the key features of

Figure 24 on the second image from the low flying helicopter. This indicates

the type of visual cues which might be made: available to a pilot.

To be practical, the processing to create a display such as Figure 25 must be

done in a fraction of a second. Figure 26 shows a block diagram of the

required processing. The module descriptions are as follows:

1. _ifferentiate the Firs_ Imaae in the radial direction, preserving

both the positive and the negative signal.

2. Differentiate the Second Imaae the same as i.

3. and 4. R@Ject Lower Maanitude |?eaks that are within radial angle

SMI N of a higher magnitude peak. Do this both for positive and

for negativ e going peaks. TypLcal SMI N is 5.

5. and 6. _e_ect Low Maanitude E_eaka that are below a magnitude

threshold.

7. and 8. Reject Small P@aks that have an area of only one pixel.

Operations 9 and I0 are repeated for n-I to nMAX:

9. Find Positive Peak_ with Radiai S_acina n between the two images.

10. Find Neuative "Peaks" with _d!al S_acinq n between the two

images.

11. Display _he Thr@ateninq 0b_e_ on the second image with the

degree of threat.
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Table 9 shows the essential processing tunes (extra display, etc. functions

are omitted) required to do each operatior in frame times, which is the basic

subdivision of time for video-based image processors. The times given for the

Trapix, which was used to generate Figur_s 23 and 25, are the minimum times

needed for computation, assuming unlimited image memory is available. In

actuality, most of the time used to compute these figures was used to

repeatedly generate masks defining region_ within the image where the optical

flow would have a specific magnitude and dLrection.

The times labeled VLSI pipeline processor are for a special purpose pipeline

processor build with VLSI chips. These VLSI chips probably will appear on the

market in a few years, or could be developed at reasonable cost. The times

for the VLSI implementation for each modul_ assume:

Operations of the first image have already been done;

Radial operations can be done in 1 _rame time instead of 4 by changing

the scroll during a one-frame-time operation. The Trapix requires 4

because it must approximate all radi_l directions as one of four--0, 45,

90, and 135°--and then use one frame time for each direction;

The selection of the largest peaks in Operations 3 and 4 can be done in

one frame time using VLSI;

The rejection of all peaks of one-_ixel area can be done in one frame

time using 3 by 3 convolution;

The finding of peak spacings in OpeJ:ations 9 and I0 can be done in one

frame time using convolution with a kernel that changes over the image.

All of the assumed pipeline proce_sing is feasible to build, which

implies that hardware to produce a _unnel of safe passage display can

also be built and at reasonable cost
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Table 9. Processing Times To Produce Tunnel of Safe Passage Display

Trapi_1: VLSI Pipeline

1 4 0*

2 4 1

3 40 0*

4 40 1

5 1 0*

6 1 1

7 9 0*

8 9 1

9 8 1

10 8 1

11 1 1

Total: 125 7

(4 secor_ds) (1/4 second)

*The results of these operations can be taken from the previous

pair if the processing is being done continuously.

image

2.2.2.5 FuturQ prgces_inq Techniques

The optical flow measurement described ir_ the previous section measured the

motion of each high contrast feature that was detected in both images. This

approach is limited because it can never have accuracy that is much better

than one pixel and because false alarms will be generated by falsely detecting

an apparent large optical flow that really is made up of detections on two

different objects in the two images.

An alternative method of measuring optical flow is to use cross-correlations

of small areas in one image with the other image. Because the optical flow at

the walls of the tunnel of safe passage i_ predictable, the number of offsets

evaluated in the cross correlation wou_d be small and could be computed

rapidly.

Figure 27 is a block diagram of the processing required to compute optical

flow using cross correlation. The operation descriptions are as follows:

1. and 2. Enhance contrast chancles in each image in the radial

direction. The enhanced imag_ from the previous image pair could

be used for image #I, if the _:rocessing is being continuous.

3, The first image is nonlinearly magnified and converted to polar

coordinates about the locatiot_ velocity direction. The nonlinear

magnification is set to equal to the optical flow expected at the

walls of the tunnel of safe passage.
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Modules 4 and 5 are used repeatedly inside a loop over offsets in p that

correspond to the larger optical flows expected from features inside the

tunnel of safe passage.

41 The images are offset in p and multiplied. The offset is

approximately equivalent to slightly further changing the optical

flow magnification in Module 1.

.

The product image is smoothed with a small window that corresponds

to the size area used in the cross correlation. This area will be

somewhat larger than the size of the smallest feature expected

inside the tunnel of safe passage.

o Each smoothed product image contains the values of the cross

correlation function at one offset for all locations in the image.

The different product images are searched for correlation peaks.

7. The locations of the detected correlation peaks are converted to

distances inside the tunnel of safe passage and displayed as

colored warnings on the sensed image.

Table 9 shows the processing times required to do each module in frame times

on the RCI Trapix and on a special purpose processor built with VLSI chips.

The processing times for detecting optical flow given in Table 10 indicate

that using cross correlation takes approximately the same amount of processing

time as using feature detection. Cross correlation, however, has the

potential for subpixel accuracy in measuring optical flow and thus a factor of

3 to 10 improvement in the random error in estimated range. This improved

measurement _ accuracy will improve the detection of objects inside the tunnel

of safe passage. This improved accuracy should also make posslble other

application of passive ranging, such as using multiple rangings to estimate

the shape of objects in the image.

Table 10.
Processing Times Required To Produce Tunnel of Safe Passage

Display Using Cross Correlation

Operation
VLSI Pipeline

(Frame Times)

1 0

2 1

3 0 (done as a part of 4)

4 4

5 4

6 0 (done as a part of 5 and 7)

7 1

Total: 10

(I / 3 second)
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2.2.2.6 Sensor Requirements for Measureme:*tof Optical Flow

A key problem in the study of optical flow for helicopters in an Nor flight

environment has been in obtaining suitable data for analysis. It is important

to gather real video information rather than to develop a math model of the

sensor/obstacle relationship. Real-world data has noise, contrast problems,

and unpredictable characteristics which often enhance the researcher's

understanding of the operational implications of his ideas.

In our efforts, we borrowed video information from an Autonomous Land Vehicle

(ALV) project and substantiated our techniques. Most of the low altitude

helicopter flight data was found to be in either a unsuitable format for use

on image processing computers or to be cluttered with symbology which rendered

the image processing algorithms nearly us.mless. Finally, a 16 m noA_e film

was obtained from a flight through the Nor course at Ft. Rucker. This film

was converted to video format and used extensively.

The sensor requirements to measure optical flow in helicopter-collected images

with enough accuracy to do passive ranginc_ are detailed below:

Vide o Imaaes/Stabilitv

Detection of optical flow is achieved by detecting changes in two successive

images. For this to succeed, the images r_ust be geometrically stable and must

have stable gain. Commercial video cameras seem to have the required

stability. Many FLIR tapes received in the past have not been usable for

optical flow measurements. There have be_n two problems:

• The horizontal sync has been very poor--probably from video

copying, or through possibly the original camera. As a result, a

frame to frame comparison could not be done.

• Most FLIR have a very short time constant on their automatic gain

control (AGC), e.g., a fraction line scan time. Changes in gain

around high contrast objects depend as much on this AGC as on the

terrain, making measurement of optical flow difficult. Useful

video tapes for any future wgrk in optical flow measurement must

have a sta_le horizontal sync and the normal AGC must be modified.

Ideally, the AGC should be "frozen" for the two images being

processed for optical flow. In practice the best solution is

probably the hold the gain constant for an entire image and then

change it only between images.

N_viaation Accuracy

The measurement of optical flow must know the location of the velocity

direction relative to each of the images (which have azimuth, elevation

coordinates). This places two requirements on the navigation system:

• The navigation system must know the bearing of the velocity

relative to the aircraft body (GPS is no help here) with an

accuracy of approximately i/2 degree, which for a helicopter with
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a speed of 60 nm/hr corresponds to an approximately 1/2 nm/hr

system.* (The bearing of the camera axis relative to the aircraft

body can probably be adequately calibrated.)

Any change in the velocity bearing between images must be known to

0.03 degrees. Velocity drift of the navigation system is probably

not a problem. However, unsensed flexing of the aircraft between

the navigation system and the camera might be.

*[(1/2 deg)/57deg/rad)] (60nm/hr) - 0.53 nm/hr
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2.3 TASK III: INTEGRATED NAVIGATION SENS(__

2.3.1

The need for a robust navigation integration algorithm in advanced helicopters

is mission and possibly flight critical. The mission critical need arises

from the new mission functions now being planned into such developments as

LHX. The navigation suite will support very low level NOE flight. Precise

position, velocity, and attitude ere required for refined map correlation.

Threat localization requires precise position and attitude for sufficient

accuracy. No longer can the navigation suite of a modern helicopter be

considered a non-critical avionics function. Mos_ major mission phase

functions in the mission plan now depend ._irectly on the navigation data for

success. Without reliable, precise navigation, the mission is essentially

unflyable in terms of survivability and prc)bability of success.

Accuracy requirements for this navigation sensor suite will vary depending on

mission segment. Landing requirements are well defined for civil fixed-wing

operations by the FAA for low visibility approaches, so provide a

representative standard for military rotor-wing operations (although it isn't

necessarily true that either military or zotor wing aircraft should be subject

to civilian fixed-wing standards). Guid._nce system accuracy for landing at

the most demanding phase (50 foot decisio_ height) requires less than 1 meter,

2 sigma in the vertical axis.

Automated contour flying may be at 5 to 10 feet above the terrain or tree

tops. Allowing for guidance system overshoots (undershoots), one must assume

that _ ground or obstacle clearance must be, at most, 10% of that

distance, or well under 1 foot. Hover hold in the rescue mission, where a

line is perhaps lowered through a clearir_g in trees, has been specified at 1

to 2 meters relative.

These accuracies are certainly demanding; no general geodetic navigation

system is capable of such accuracies. Clearly, such relative positioning

precision must come from the relative se_isors such as radar altimeter, laser

rangers, etc., which are capable of accur_cies of several centimeters.

Geodetic positioning accuracy requirement_ derive from any operations that are

referenced to a map or other geodetic-based data base. DTED and DFAD data may

be assumed, in the general case, to be ac,_urate to I0 meters (although 1 meter

data may be available in some areas for DTED). Most military operators have

determined their maximum requirement to _s 10-20 meters, driven principally by

weapon delivery and targeting needs. This is roughly on the level of GPS when

operating in the best of conditions. Of course, it is the net performance of

the _ navigation suite that must be evaluated. Evaluation of any

individual sensor is not particularly valid; synergistic performance results

with deep integration (GPS/IRU, for example), and degraded performance must be

addressed, such as under Jan_md GPS conditions or with a gyro out.

2.3.2 _nsor Architeqture

The essential element of any high performance navigation system is the

inertial navigation system. The INS is a high rate, reliable, accurate source

of velocity change and attitude, there_fore serves as the basic platform
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reference. All other sensors integrated in the system serve to bound its

drift characteristics and to aid in failure identification and isolation.

The navigation algorithm integrates the sensor data flowing from the INS and

aiding sensors to create a navigation solution at sufficient accuracy and rate

to service the various applications and the sensors themselves. The data

rates and qualities of the sensors vary widely, from the low-nolse, ultra-high

rate, reliable signal from the accelerometer to the relatively nonlinear

behavior and lagging output of terrain-aided navigation. The output accuracy

and rate requirements are at least diverse. In general, the sensor inputs may

be locally synchronized, e.g., interior to the INS or GPS, but attempts to

assemble the sensor inputs in a global data set will find the sensor data

synchronization and time-tagging degrading due to wait states and transit
times on the bus.

The output from the INS is relatively well-modelable and linear, with

capability for internal fault detection as well as fault isolation given

sufficient redundancy. The acceleration and gyro signals are fairly noise-

free with well-behaved biases under normal operation that respond well to

estimation and correction from external sensor sources. The INS is the

primary source of high frequency dynamic data; in coarse terms, the data rate

is kept high enough so that the desired dynamics can be found through

smoothing. It is also the sensor with highest short-term accuracy and is used

to smooth the data emanating from the sensor suite. Many of the navigation

applications of the vehicle require output at much higher rate and accuracy

than the sensors can provide, for which they rely principally on the

capabilities of the INS.

Navigation sensor output varies widely in its accuracy, reliability, and rate,

as well as character. The major type of sensor information is

position/velocity, used to bound the low-frequency drift of the INS. Velocity

information is also available from the sensor suite, varying from very

accurate (GPS} to approximate {terrain-alded navigation). Data rates from

these sensors are not, in general, adequate to support the higher navigation

rates required by the flight, sensor, and weapons control functions of the

aircraft and are generally not adequate to support functions such as

navigation steering where the update requirements are basically tied to pilot

reaction time (about 10 Hz). They can, however, be used to recalibrate the

position/velocity states and some of the bias errors of the INS by tracking
the cross-correlatlons via a Kalman filter.

The interplay of the sensors and a simple navigation filter entails an

examination of the noise, biases, output delay, and serial error correlation

in the m_asureH_nts. In the context of an operational helicopter, that

examination extends to failure modes, failure observability, functional

redundancy, and the ability to reconfigure into a different, albeit degraded,
fault-tolerant mode after a sensor failure.

The output requirements for the navigation algorithm are, in a sense, dual to

the sensor input requirements. Flight and sensor control require a regular

stream of estimates of medium accuracy but very high rate. In-flight transfer

alignment also requires short bursts of synchronized aircraft state estimates.

Similar to certain sensors not being available at all times, these functions

may not be required at all times and encourage creating a filter with the
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ability to reconfigure not only according to the inputs but according to the

outputs as well.

2.3.3 Filter Architecture and Partitioninq

For simple, well-modeled linear systems, "::he centralized (monolithic) Kalman

filter is inarguably the optimal estimatoJ=. As the model increases in size

and complexity, however, this strains processing resources. Due to the

massive size of the relevant aircraft mode_ and severe constraints on airborne

computer throughput capabilities, the mathematical ideal of a complete,

centralized Kalman filter has never been realized in the avionics environment.

In spite of the fact that throughput capabilities of multiple Common Signal

Processing (CSP) architectures (Concept of Air Force Pave Pillar Program) are

projected well into the mega-ops range, th_ centralized filter still cannot be

considered as a realistic contender for navigation; for each increase in

throughput capability is best absorbed by adding more states to the model in

the decentralized filter. Nevertheless, a critical advantage against which

all algorithm candidates must be compared is the amount of detailed

information that the centralized filter carries. This information can be

helpful in performing fault detection and isolation and, in certain

formulations, can make the centralized filter particularly easy to reconfigure

robustly. Its failing, of course, is its computational burden. In its purest

form, it also is inflexible, requiring full filter cycles for even the highest

data input/estimate output rates or for parallel filter implementations of

multiple model fault detection; the latter case is extremely memory-

inefficient as well.

The processing and conununication resources dictate the architecture of the

navigation algorithm. The problem of estimation in a multi-sensor environment

with limited communication between sensors and microprocessors is a

distributed estimation problem. A central_zed filter will function in such an

environment, but with significantly less speed than if it were located in a

centralized processor. The set of sensors and associated must constitute a

well-matched team in terms of data flow, algorithmic requirements, and

processing speed, dedicated to producing both local estimates for the high

rate dynamics applications and global estimates for lower rate high accuracy

navigation. It is intuitive that the acc_iracy of the local filter estimates

at each sensor and processor will be impro_red if each one receives appropriate

information from the others. In fact, a decentralized filter with sufficient

interconununication between the sensor filters can have optimal linear

estimates at each processor. In practice, there are often more efficient ways

to use communications capability, and the _>ptimality of the solution is traded

off against decreasing information flow rec_irements.

Because communications between processors is such a critical feature of the

filter architecture, efforts must be directed toward determining the relative

merits of transmitting raw data (residuals) in addition to the processed data

(estimates} between the nodes of the filter:" structure. Systems requiring more

robust estimation generally need a combination of residuals and estimates.

Estimates and their associated covariances cannot convey the information

necessary to determine whether a filter is diverging from the filter model, so

the residuals or a stumaary of their co_tent must be passed between the

component filters for a fuller appreciatio1_ of the current dynamic state.
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In general terms, the successful distributed filter will have a mix of raw and

filtered measurement sharing. The raw measurements are necessary for robust

distributed filtering but are associated with high data communication rates.

The filtered measurements contain reduced information, only relevant in the

context of the filter model which produced, and are associated with, lower

interprocessor communication rates. A balance, which would contain only the

information relevant in the context of both source and destination filters,

such as a sunm_ry of the residual content, is necessary.

2.3.4 Intearated Navigation Sensors

Of course, the possible designs which satisfy these general guidelines are

many. Final system design optimization requires a precise description of the

sensors to be used, their error characteristics, their update rate and

precision, their timing synchronization accuracy, their failure modes, and

their data output capability. Also, data bus capacity, processor architecture

and availability, and sensor/processor/antenna location are necessary.

Although a navigation processing algorithm can be generalized to some extent,

it can never be completely generalized as long as these constraints exists.

To illustrate a potential navigation system design, we will consider an

example of typical advanced helicopter sensors and a representative processing

architecture. The sensors to be considered include:

• Dual RLG IRU

• 6-Channel QPS

Terrain-Following Radar

CO 2 Laser Obstacle Detector

Forward-Looking Infrared (FLIR)

Central Air Data Computer (CADC) (providing primarily barometric

altitude)

A first design premise is based on consideration of the relative quality of

each sensor assuming that all sensors are fully operational. As stated

earlier, none of these,sensors can approach the short term precision of the

IRU. Similarly, none can approach the long term accuracy of GPS. It stands

to reason, then, that for general geodetic positioning and velocity

information, the IRU/GPS combination can practically stand-alone as the

navigation sensor.

Geodetic position may not suffice for low level operations since the relative

navigation requirement of terrain/obstacle avoidance would depend on map

accuracy and detail, neither of which are dependable, or even available, to

the level necessary to provide safety of flight. For this function, near-

field relative navigation sensors such as FLIR, TF Radar, and C02 Laser must

be used. These sensors are a critical component for the relative navigation

problem of Nor flight.
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If we relax the assumption of all sensors l_ully operational, the problem grows

quickly in complexity. The various sensors now play two roles: system fault

detection and isolation, and backup navi,_ation once the culprit sensor has

been compensated or taken off line. Even though certain relatively low-

quality sensors may be ignored in the centralized navigation solution when all

systems, for example, the GPS and IRUs, are operational, they will still be

used continuously for the purpose of fault detections. If a primary sensor is

taken off line or degrades, the backup sensors may be used for primary

position and velocity determinations. The ensuing degraded accuracy

capability, although the best now possible, would be the basis for restricting

certain flight regimes, maneuvers, or mi_sion functions that require higher

performance. In addition, lack of fucther backup (fail-operative/fail-

operative) at this Juncture may require, similar restrictions due to the

inability to recover from the next failure.

The roles of the various sensors for uhese functions are stumuarized in

Table 11. This table lists the general _tility of each sensor based on its

performance characteristics. Uses for primary geodetic navigation, Nor

relative navigation, and fault detection/i_olation are documented.

2.3.5 Intearated Naviaation System Conce_!_

AS defined in the previous section, the sensors lend themselves in varying

degrees of capability to the function_ of primary navigation and Nor

navigation. In addition, these two functions are quite distinct in their own

criticality, computation, and mission use. Therefore, as long as a

distributed filtering architecture can be defined that meets the requirements

of near global optimality and system-wide fault detection, it makes sense to

differentiate these two functions in the architecture. This partitioning is

illustrated in Figure 28. The scheme is approximate; clearly there are

diverse functions within each of the major filter blocks which may dictate

further federation, and other sub-filte_:s may be defined between certain

sensors. Note that only one IRU is used _s a continuous source of navigation

data, but both are calibrated and the second has an immediate fault detection

role through parity vector techniques.

Obviously, this design is at a very high level. But it does serve the purpose

of illustrating a possible way to federate the conunon processes within the

overall navigation architecture to achieve the purposes of functional

partitioning as well as system-wide integration and processing efficiency

through distributed processing. Incidentally, there is an advantage to making

the federated filters be physically significant filters; the system

reconfiguration logic follows naturally, and system developmental testing as

well as operational checkout is greatly s_mplified.
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SENSOR

DUAL IRU

6-CHANNEL

GPS

TERRAIN

FOLLOWING

RADAR

CO 2 LASER

FLIR

CADC

PRIMARY
NAVIGATION

• High-rate velocity change

• High-precision

• Altitude reference

• Highest lead derivative

• GPS code loop BW reduction

• GPS state dynamics modeling

• Smoothing

• Low rate, accurate position

• Moderate rate, accurate
ve_cly

• IRU bias calibration

• Altimeter bias calibration

• Moderate rate velocity

• Relative height (AGL)

•None

e None

• Vertical axis smoothing

NAP-0F-EARTH
NAVIGATION

• Geodeticpositioningwith
map

• Geodetic positioning with
map

• Absolute/relative frame
resolution

• Terrain correlation with map

• Ten'ain avoidance

• Obmde detection, relative
veloc_

FAULT DETECTION/
ISOLATION

• Inlemal fault detection/
isolatiorVrecovery

• Other sensor short-term
jumpor high rate driN

• Inlemal satellite anomaly
isolation (6-in-view)

,• IRU element failure

• Long-term sensor failure.,

• Backup IRU vdodly check

TYPICAL STAND-ALONE
ACCURACY

• 0 25 nm per hour

• 15m SEP
0.04 un/s

• Severalcm

•lcm• _ backupv_oc_y
check

• Low level tewain/obstade
avoidance

• Low level map-making

• Possiblevebc_ sourca
with passiveranging

• 5-10 nVsec

• Bac_ an.de so.roe • Vmtical axis faun
de4ection

• 30 mheight
1 nYs vert veloc. (calibrated)

I

Table 11. Advanced HelicolXer Naviga_on Sule Sensor Ro_
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Figure 28. Navigation Sensor Partitioning
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2.4 TASK IV: GUZDANCI AND CONTROL LAW DEVELOPMENT

2.4.1 Near Field NavSqa_ion

2.4.1.1 Introduction

One of the major efforts of the Autoguidance project was to develop the

technology of near field navigation. The near field flight domain requires

solving for optimal or near optimal flight path and the consequent aircraft

control commands for approximately the next 30 seconds of flight. This time

interval is of particular concern because it will typically be using a fusion

of long term information (digital map data, known threats, waypoints, etc.)

and near tem data supplied by on-board sensors (pop-up threats, unmapped

hazards, and cultural features). Trajectories must be determined which

minim/ze the risks of exposure and collision, are optimized with respect to

the destination (time, fuel, etc.}, and are flyable by the aircraft and pilot.

Development of an extensive set of algorithms, Dynapath, is one of several

potential technologies which have application in the TF/TA/NOE flight

environment. Dynapath has been proven, in principle, to be an optimal control

approach that can be implemented in real time.

During the contract period, a significant level of effort was expended in

converting the Dynapath code to the NASA-NOr environment. In its initial

form, Dynapath was developed under both TAU IR&D end Air Force contract

funding as a proof of principle for a viable real-time TF/TA approach for

application to high .performance aircraft with 6g and 75 ° bank angle

capabilities. Ride quality was not a major consideration in the initial

assembly of the software and the trajectories generated for the initial tests

had a vigorous behavior. For the NASA applications, a more constrained

vehicle performance envelope (typically, .25-2g and 15e-60 e bank angle) tends

to limit the flexibility in generating paths which react to near term

obstacles.

Additionally, the early Dynapath software was benchmarked for real-time

operation on a SEL computer. This particular machine runs at about 4 times

the speed of the VAX computers proposed for use in NASA-NOr real-time

simulations. The Dynapath code computed 30 second patches, or path

predictions, in about 5 seconds of machine time.

Although the machine was tasked to perform other operations besides Dynapath

code execution, it was apparent that the conversion to the NASA machines would

require enhancements to further the speed of execution.

2.4.1.2 Overview of TF/TA Optimization

Before describing the modifications made to the Dynapath software, it may be

useful to provide a functional description of the trajectory optimization

process and to describe the components and interfaces of the Dynapath

algorithms.

In a mathematical sense, the definition of the near-field navigational problem

is to find the 3-D trajectory in inertial coordinates which corresponds to a
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minimum of an optimization performance me_,sure. The trajectory is subject to

the following conditions :

the initial boundary conditions and velocity vector are given;

the final boundary conditions ._aybe relatively unconstrained;

the helicopter equations of motion must be satisfied;

the trajectory must satisfy a range of parameters such as terrain

clearance, both laterally a1:_d vertically, flight path angle,

maximum bank angle, and total acceleration (g-load).

Furthermore, the solution trajectory must have the following features. It

should be globally optimal to satisfy the tactical flight objectives. The

individual trajectory patches must have a_ adequate look-ahead to avoid major

obstacles. For example, box canyons should be seen within a single patch

computation. Additionally, unavoidable rldgelines require sufficiently early

detection to initiate a climb rate within the aircraft limits.

Other operational features important to the solution are that the trajectory

segments maintain continuity through the 1_irst derivative as a minimum. Step

changes in the velocity vector are obviously unflyable and bear no

approximation to any aircraft capabilities. Continuity of the acceleration

profile guarantees an even closer approKimation to the performance of an

aircraft. For example, a helicopter in a maximum banked turn to the left,

cannot immediately reverse itself and turn to the right. It is limited by its

roll acceleration capability and, in an Nor environment, the need to maintain

sufficient lift to avoid critical loss of altitude. To the same extent, then,

the optimization process should gener.!ite trajectories which are fully

compatible with the flight control system. In general, it has been found that

the trajectory and control settings should be provided to a resolution of one

second. This time scale is of the o::der of pilot and aircraft/control

response.

Another feature of the solution process1 required for eventual successful

implementation in a flight system is that the method lend itself to real-time

operation. The algorithms guarantee a solution within a predictable time.

2.4.1.3 Performance Measure

The TF/TA trajectory computation process is based on optimal control

techniques. As in all such approaches, it is necessary to first define a

performance measure, or cost functional, against which possible trajectories

are ranked and selected. Whereas the crlobal trajectory relates to higher

level mission goals, the objective for the real-time trajectory computation is

more microscopic or near-term in nature. The TF/TA valley seeking performance

measure used in the Dynapath algorithm is shown in Figure 29. This measure

uses the global trajectory as a baseline for developing the fine-tuned

trajectory, in that lateral deviations from a global trajectory are penalized,

while flight at higher altitudes is al _ penalized. In evaluating all

possible trajectories using this pena_t_ function, the best trajectory

generally seeks out low altitude corridor_ ("valleys") in the neighborhood of

the global reference trajectory. The relative weight between these penalties
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is called the TF/TA ratio. A large value, for this ratio results in essen-

tially TF flight along the reference traJ_ctory, thus bypassing low altitude

corridors, while a small value would permlt large deviations (TA flight) in

the search for low altitude corridors.

The general philosophy behind this perfoz_nance measure is that low altitude

corridors afford terrain masking from threats, and thus represent good

candidates for improvement over the global reference trajectory. However,

recent testing [Ref. 8] has shown that thr_ats and terrain masking should also

be incorporated explicitly for best _rformance. Otherwise the TF/TA

trajectory may go through a threat region unnecessarily. Mathematically,

inclusion of threats can be achieved b_ adding to the TA/TA performance

measure a term _ (Pk) i, associated with th,_ threat danger Pk in cell i.

It is worth noting that the TF/TA ratio _ should, in principle, be adjusted

from one patch to the next. The ratio serves as a proxy for the appropriate

trajectory adjustments to account for thr_ats. However, such adjustments are

a complex function of the threat laydown, of clobber, and other effects, as

addressed by a global trajectory generator. Explicit inclusion of a threat

penalty term in the TF/TA performance measure builds additional "intelligence"

into this performance measure and would reduce somewhat a need for careful

adjustments to W. In any event, the ratio _ is simply treated as a constant

parameter in the present study.

The optimum trajectory is determined by summing the incremental costs

associated with each step, or time interval, in the trajectory. The connected

set of steps with the minimum total cost is the optimum. These incremental

costs are referred to as "cst(x,y,_,p,k)," where:

x and y are the position coordinates at a step;

V is the heading measure at a step;

p is the reciprocal turn radius employed at the step;

k is the generation level of the incremental step.

The cost function can be: a precomputed database; computed during the

trajectory propagation process; or be a hybrid of the two. The position

dependent values typically reflect terrain elevation and threat proximity.

The V parameter can be used in conJun_tion with position (x,y) to score

aircraft aspect angle dependency to threa_ location or it can simply be used

to encourage the aircraft to show a pre_erence for heading in the intended

waypoint direction. The turn control, _,, can be employed to penalize and

hence reduce meneuvering.

2.4.1.4 Dynapath Functional Description

A functional block diagram of the Dynapath TF/TA algorithm and Con_nand

Generators is shown in Figure 30. The TF/TA algorithm computes a horizontal

solution to the trajectory which optimizes the performance measure in the

vicinity of the reference ground track. The horizontal solution is handed off

to the Vertical Con_and Generator for an optimization of the TF/TA trajectory

over the terrain data associated with t_e horizontal path. Both solutions

result in a computation of consistent com_nds for the state derivatives.
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This decoupled approach to trajectory generation wherein the horizontal and

vertical paths are separately optimized is a simplification of the overall 3

degree of freedom trajectory optimization. The benefit of this procedure is

the reduction in computational complexity The method assumes the aircraft

can simultaneously perform within both h_>rizontal and vertical maneuvering

limits.

_n_uts and Modules

A major input to the algorithm is the diclital terrain elevation data. This

data is smoothed in a pre-processing ste|>, which applies safety factors to

keep the algorithm from selecting trajectories too close to high frequency

peaks in the terrain.

The Horizontal Command Generator (provides a ground track as specified by set

of closely spaced ground track points (x0,Y0), (Xl,Yl), .--, (Xn'Yn)" This

smoothed command ground track is sent to the Vertical Con_nand Generator, which

computes all the vertical command states. The speed may vary as a function of

the vertical flight profile, depending on the aircraft model used. For a

constant energy model, the speed V c is not known until after computation of

the vertical commands. However, the most suitable implementation for the

NASA-NOE simulation environment has been t_ assume a constant velocity system.

Within limits, the capability for constant velocity is assured by limiting the

climb/descent profile in the algorithm compared to the true helicopter

maneuverability as discussed in Section 2.3.1.2.

The Vertical Command Generator module receives the terrain profile associated

with the horizontal path solution and optim/zes for the the TF/TA/NOE

trajectory which most closely follows the terrain subject to the set clearance

altitude constraint and the aircraft maneuverability limits. The profile is

illustrated in Figure 36.

The inertially referenced commands are then passed through to the pitch-roll

decoupler. This provides an interface to the flight control system and serves

a tracking function of guaranteeing adequate authority to the vertical channel

to maintain altitude, while assuring that lateral deviations from the

conunanded trajectory are minimized.

2.4.1.5 The Dynapath TF/TA/NOE Algorithm

The Dynapath algorithm is a mixture of Dynamic Programming (DP) and tree

searching. The tree structure has been _mplemented in a way which minimizes

the amount of computation associated with the kinematics of the aircraft and

the Dynamic Programming to selectively reduce the number of possible

trajectories. So, basically, the problem is solved by a simple forward

running Dynamic Programm/ng algorithm where the state transitions are handled

by a tree structure.

As a preview, the advantages of this hybrid approach over the conventional

Dynamic Programming approaches are:

• Aircraft kinematics are incorporated explicitly. The everywhere

smooth trajectory, in havin_ _ no "kinks," does not require any

smoothing that displaces the trajectory laterally. This is
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extremely important due to horizontal set clearance
considerations.

Aircraft controls in inertial coordinates are computed directly

from the trajectory parameters associated with the aircraft model.

Coordinate transformations associated with either the terrain data

orientation or the solution axis orientation are not needed. This

is very important since Dynamic Progranening usually involves

selection of an x-y coordinate frame which, once selected, tends

to impose a particular direction of travel. To circumvent this

problem, coordinate transformations and data interpolation are

often required. Such problems are avoided in this development.

Heuristics can be added to reduce computation time.

In the following, the "decoupled" approach will be discussed in the generation

of the TF/TA trajectory. This approach finds the lateral ground track first,

followed by a determination of the vertical commands.

2.4.1.5.1 Decoupled Procedure

In the decoupled approach a ground track is found by essentially assuming that

the aircraft can fly perfectly in the set clearance surface. This surface is

a surface above the smoothed terrain surface but displaced by a constant set

clearance bias. The TF/TA tradeoff is made under this assumption, resulting

in the lateral ground track. The vertlcalcommand generator then relaxes the

assumption that the aircraft flies perfectly at the set clearance altitude,

and treats the set clearance altitude as a minimum altitude constraint.

2.4.1.5.2 Ground Track Computation

In computing the set of potential maneuvers of the aircraft, we start with a

consideration of coordinated turns. The two dimensional trajectory of the

aircraft is a function of speed and bank angle. A change in the bank-angle in

turn affects the reciprocal instantaneous radius of curvature p.

A time scale quantization of one second is a suitable unit for the framework

of assigning maneuvers since an aircraft typically requires 1-2 seconds to

roll from one banked turn maneuver to another.

In the development of Dynapath, five bank angles were selected to represent

the aircraft at discrete lateral maneuvering capabilities within its

performance limits.

A five state tree and a corresponding discretization in time of 1 second,

which is approximately how long it takes to go from one state to a neighboring

state were also found to be suitable in terms of finding solutions in a real-

time computing environment. Note that a finer quantization in time would

cause the tree of possible trajectories to increase--with corresponding

Computational increases--while coarser quantization in time will be seen to

undersample the performance measure, the latter being associated with the
terrain data.
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The reciprocal radius of the turn radius p-i/r was selected as the control

variable. Note that this measure doesn't _anish with zero bank angles and can

be expressed relative to gravity (g), velo::ity (V) and bank angle (_) as:

g tan 4

p-
V 2

A tree is generated using p as the contro_ variable. Actually, all possible

discrete values of p are used initially to exhaustively generate every branch

of the tree for the first N seconds. Each node of the tree corresponds to a

time increment (typically 1 second) from the previous node. At each node k of

the tree the following information is stored:

Sk

Position (x,y)

Heading V

Parent: node that has generated node k

Cost: cumulative cost up to and including the present node (for

the performance measure _eing used)

Curvature control used to arrive at node k

Every time a new node k is generated, Sk is computed using Sparent(k} and a

transition matrix to be defined below.

The curvature controls correspond to _::he bank angles selected for the

maneuvering of the aircraft. They are typically quantized in five values

corresponding to the maximum bank angle in each direction, half the maximum

bank angle, and straight flight. The fivE_ discrete p's are:

g g

p - O, ± -- tan(_max/2), ± -- tan(_m!ix)
v 2 v 2

The corresponding controls are referred to as: 0, ±1, ±2 where negative

controls direct a right turn and ±2 dir_cts use of the maximum permissible

bank angle.

Because of limitations on the roll-accelecation of the aircraft, 0 is limited

as to how much it can change at each t::ansition. Accordingly, p can only

change by one control measure at each tLme interval, also, the ±I controls

are often used as transition states requiring the next control selection to

continue descending/ascending as dictated by the previous co_xuand.

An Example Tree

Starting with p - 0 and arbitrary heading V, an example tree is given in

Figure 31.

This is a tree of n-3 stages, or time ste!_s. Of course, the branch length in

Figure 31 has been exaggerated to better demonstrate the tree structure.
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Note the way nodes are numbered. This numbering scheme is the standard used

throughout the algorithm, mainly because the nodes at the last branches

--called "end nodes'--then have sequential numbers. This scheme simplifies

the procasN of allocating nodes in computer memory and aids in locating and

propagating branches.

17

1618

15 14

13

8 7

12

10

Figure 31. An Example Tree
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Figure 32. Geometric Relationship Between Parent and Offspring
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Transition Matrix

It is effioient to develop an iterative formulation in which the elements of

the state vector Sk, the k'th node, are related to the parent node to k,

designated n - parent (k). Using such • iterative formulation, it is then

straight £orward to trace through the no_al structure to retrieve any path

that satisfies a criterion such as lowest cost.

Consider the geometry shown in Figure 32. From parent location (x n, yn ) with

heading V, the offspring at k is simply _k rotation about the z axis through

angle A V where A V - pVAt. The (x,y,V) elements of the state vector S k are

thus given by:

IxlIc°''oin0Yk " sinVn cos _n 0

V 0 I

Vp + (1)

Vp

1

-- sin (AV)

P

1

--._ (1 - cos (&¥))
P

L pvAt

-)

Here vp is a3 constant vector associated with turns to the left, consistent
with Figure 2. In particular it appl:Les to discrete quantizations of p.

Syn_netrically opposite right turns are obtained by appropriate sign_changes.

Wings level is formed by taking the limitf_-_0 in the expression for vp.

Notice what quantization in p has accomplished. A computationally tractable

form for the state vector is obtained i:'l Equation I. Also, note that the

relatively large changes in bank angle a_e related to the one quantity that

remains relatively slowly varying--the curvature p. Using this

parameterization, a sequence of state _,ectors always traces out a smooth

trajectory. There are none of the usual quantization artifacts that usually

haunt Dynamic Programming approaches to t:;ajectory generation.

Furthermore, by precomputing and storin._ the sin and cos values for the

transitions as well as the discrete _urn :ncrements, the computational load is

significantly reduced.
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The other state variables in S k are given by:

parent (k) - n by definition

cost (k) cost (n) + cst (k) where cst (k) is the incremental

cost of being in the node k according to the

definition of the cost functional. As already noted,

cst is the "valley seeking" cost functional. In

general it can be replaced by any function cst

(x,y,V_,k) as discussed in Section 2.3.1.3).

Pk " the curvature transition as discussed already; the

curvature here is actually the control variable with

the value used to arrive at k stored as the last

element of the state vector S k.

The above state description can be propagated forward in time for all possible

controls--the curvature quantizations--to generate all nodes of the tree. By

looking across the branches at the very end, the end nodes, the optimal cost

can be selected and the optimal trajectory would thus be known. However, the

data storage and computational requirements increase exponentially with the

number of generations.

Constraint Prunina Within the Tree

Given an initial position, heading and curvature, we construct a complete tree

representing all acceptable paths that the aircraft can follow for the next N

seconds. Note that N is the level number of the tree (the depth) because each

node transition represents 1 second. Note also that construction is

accomplished starting from the aircraft's current heading regardless of the

inertial axes. The nodes, however, have (x,y) positions which use the same

inertial reference used for the associated terrain data. Thus, no rotations

are needed apart from the state vector propagation in Equation 1.

At tree generation time, branches can be discarded according to several

possible criteria prior to a cumulative cost comparison. The use of such

criteria is denoted as constraint pruning. The specific criteria used in the

present approach are:

a. A node under consideration must not exceed the maximum lateral deviation

from the reference path.

hi The heading at the end node of a tree must lie within a user-specified

angle range measured from the reference path direction.

Co The end node of a tree must exhibit net forward progress along the

reference path with respect to the starting node of the tree.

Dynami_Proaramminu Overlay

So far the presentation may have given the impression that there is only one

single tree. In fact, the algorithm might be thought of as growing many

trees, selectively pruning them, then growing more, etc., until there is

virtually a uniformly dense forest of only the best trees. From this forest
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the single best tree corresponding to the optimum in the performance measure

is selected. It is the Dynamic Programm_ing overlay that accomplishes this

selective pruning. As will be seen, it co:_ares branches arriving in the same

cell on • cost basis, following the constraint pruning described above.

The end nodes of the initial and later trees are classified into a Dynamic

Programming "overlay," as shown in Figure 33. This is shown as • rectangular

grid that is oriented along the reference track. (Other grad geometries have

also been used during the development; the particular shape of the grid can be

altered if desired.) Subdivisions are indicated as • three-dimenslonal

spatial classification of the space ecc_3rding to the zone, division, and

heading dimensions. The heading subdivisions are divided according to an

angular classification into one of several possible cells [possible azimuth

directions]. Thus, the end nodes of a tre._ are classified according to a cell

of dimensions ix, _y, and A¥.

Zone

Dimension

_ions

Reference
Track

Heading
Dimension

Subdivision

Figure 33. Dynamic Prc.gramming Overlay

The number of zones, divisions, and he_ding subdivisions are selected to

correspond to the degree of pruning which is desired. The coarser the

resolution of the overlay, the more aggressive will be the pruning process.

With fewer subdivisions, fewer candidate paths survive the pruning process to

start new generations of trees. Convers_ly, as the number of partitions is

increased (smaller increments in zones, divisions, and/or headings] fewer

candidate trajectories will be compared in each cell in the pruning process.

As a result, more paths are retained to propagate new generations of tress. A

greater number of potential paths can therefore be compared in selecting the

overall optimum trajectory.

The increase in number of paths generated, however, proportionally increases

the degree of computation required in generating a solution. When the
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Dynapath algorithm is used as a real-time component for path optimization, the

cell size must be balanced to the computer processing rate. Typical

subdivisions currently used on VAX minicomputers use about 20 zones, 20

divisions, and 5 heading subdivisions.

The zone and division components of the dynamic programming overlay are

independent of the terrain data grid (x,y values} which are used in the

calculation of the trajectory and its nodes.

As already indicated, there are many trees that are grown rather than one

single large tree. For a given tree, a DP state for an end node "k" contains

a label designating the trunk (source} of the end node, the cumulative cost to

that end node, as well as state and control information.

Note that many end nodes may have the same source, namely, the end nodes for a

given tree. Also, Dynamic Progranuning states will be selected on the basis of

the best cumulative cost at the end nodes, but do not require storage of the

full set of controls and states in traversing from the tree source to a given

end node. In short, the DP states "leapfrog" from end nodes to trunks without

storing the intervening branches. However, note that retrieval of the immedi-

ately preceding curvature control is all that is necessary to restart

generation of a new tree according to the transition scheme of Equation 1.

0Dtimizstion Procedure

Starting from the initial position and heading in the patch, an initial N

stage tree is generated. The value of N is typically three to five, i.e., 3

to 5 seconds of flight time. The initial tree corresponds to approximately 9

to 27 end nodes (if the previous control was 0) and 18 to 60 total nodes

including the initial trunk node. (For an illustration of this process, refer

to Figure 39.} Pruning of this tree and subsequent trees will occur according

to criteria such as the maximum lateral deviation from the reference track

being exceeded. After pruning, new trees are generated from the remaining end

nodes. These new trees are pruned in turn, and the process continues.

In parallel with the pruning, the Dynamic Programming selection proceeds. As

the tree is generated, the cell corresponding to each end node is computed.

If the cell is empty, the end node, including its cost, is registered as being

in the cell. If the cell is already occupied by an end node, the cost of the

current end node is compared with the previously registered cost and the end

node with lower cost is kept. This forms the basis for the Dynamic

Programming (DP) operation for selecting the best trees.

Many trees are used by this technique in propagating to the end of the patch.

Once the end nodes of the last trees are past the last zone in the patch shown

in Figure 33, the optimal patch is determined by selecting the end node with

the lowest cumulative cost. (Additionally, various end node boundary

conditions such as a maximum lateral deviation or heading with respect to the

reference track can be imposed.}

The optimum path is retrieved by tracing backward through the DP structure

until arriving at the initial tree. This is possible because we have kept

track of the source at every stage. We note that the full set of controls--in

one second quantizations--is available for the each tree due to the way the
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solution is constructed and stored. The optimal solution is of course based

on the uniform 1 second quantization over the entire patch length due to the

manner in which the DP solution is constructed.

A portrayal of this overall ground tracl: optimization process is shown in

Figure 34.

Features of Dvnapa_h TF/TA Alqgrithm

Several features of this algorithm are imp:_rtant. First, it is different from

conventional DP in that all necessary information is stored to smoothly

generate a new tree, in addition to th_ storing of the DP state. This

necessary information is, of course, the initial set of conditions

S - !parent, cost, x,y,V, P) for the next tree. It is important to note that

the end node may lie anywhere within the cell. The classification of an end

node within a cell does not force any qL_antization of the DP state to the

overlay structure.

Second, the use of an angular quantization _ for each cell is significant.

Not only are the costs compared withir_ a spatial quantization--the sub-

divisions--they are compared only if they lie with the same heading quantiza-

tion within the subdivision. Neglecting this consideration can otherwise lead

to a significant loss of optimality by pruning away slightly more costly paths

which are headed to more promising/less costly terrain.

Third, note that even though there is a clear forward progress direction

defined (in the direction of increasing z,>ne number), a state does not always

propagate to the next zone. For this reason, every cell in increasing zone

number is scanned to insure that all the states are propagated. From each

occupied cell a new tree is generated, which in turn is classified according

to its end node cell. For proper operatic.n, end-points that have zone numbers

lower than or equal to their sources a]:e discarded. This, of course, is

compatible with the forward progress assu_tion. The nodes that fall beyond

the last zone are candidates for the optimal path, and the one that has the

lowest cumulative cost is kept as the "wir_ner."

Finally, note that the individual end nodes generally arrive at a given cell

at different times, depending on their pal:h history. The processing accounts

for this by putting no constraints on time of arrival but only on method of

arrival. This is to say that nodes entering a cell may have taken vastly

different routes with the most meandering taking the most time. The

"stragglers" are always allowed to catch t,p before the processing continues.
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2.4.1.5.3 Vertical Trajectory

Prior to generation of the vertical comma_ds, the vertical trajectory must be

generated. To achieve this, a dynamic programming procedure similar to the

horizontal path generator is used. In this case, a terrain following set of

deviations are constructed where the ter:_ain values are known by extracting

the terrain elevation associated with the (x,y) values of the digital map at

each step of the horizontal path. The heading deviations are replaced with

flight path increments which are assigned within the climb and descent angle

parameters assigned to the aircraft model The approach will be described in

the following.

Controls

As in the horizontal case, the controls will be taken to be path curvature,

this time in the vertical plane. Four curvature quantizations are selected

corresponding to 2 positive incremental normal g's, zero incremental normal g,

and negative incremental normal g. Th,_ curvature control designated Pv,

where

where Pv "

N z - g

v2

, and N Z is the incremental normal g load.

The aircraft model in Section 2.4.1.6 will be used to relate these curvatures

to the normal acceleration seen by the aircraft. In this decoupled approach,

the vertical curvature: controls are selected independently of the horizontal

channel. Representative incremental normal g loads vary between (-1 to +2g)

for a tactical aircraft in a severe ervironment to (-.25 to +.25) for a

helicopter in a near Nor environment.

The quantizations in Pv are chosen, usin_ the aircraft model, to correspond

to the normal load factor limits. Even though four quantizations are used,

more quantization levels could be used. This, together with limitations on

transitions, can be used to account for |>itch jerk constraints. (Pitch Jerk

constraints have not been included within this development.)

The Vertical Tree Structure

The states S k of node k:is defined by

SK

s

I¥-- parent

cost

Pv

cumulative _listance along ground track (x,y)

altitude

flight path angle

Node that g,_nerated this node

cumulative cost up to and including this node

curvature control

This state vector is completely analogo_;s to that used in the ground track

development. The cost can have any functional form that tends to "push down"

the trajectory to the set clearance altit,lde. We have used a cost functional

cst(s) - H 2(s),
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consistent with the functional used for the TF/TA tradeoff. Note that s is

the cumulative distance measured along the ground track of the horizontal path

and that {x,¥} - f(s) and is known from the ground track computation; thus

H(s) - H(x,y).

State Transitions

The state transitions are shown in Figure 35.

d

+2 o

+1 o

0 o

-1

-1< o

Figure 35. State Transitions for Vertical Trajectory

Transition Matrix and Node Generation

The transition matrix and node generation for vertical trajectory generation

are analogous to the horizontal case. From state z n, with flight path _ the

offspring at k is simply a rotation about the pitch axis through the angle A T

where A T - PvVAt. The (x,_ elements of the state vector S k are thus given

by:

[zkl - Isin_n cos_n 0 vp+ zn

L o o 1 _'n

vp

"1

-- sin (A¥)

Pv

1

- (i - cos

Pv

PvVAt

(AT))
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Here v? is • constant vector •ssoci•ted w_th pitch maneuvers, consistent with

Figure 35. In p•rticular it applies to discrete quantizations of p.

As in the horlzontal path generation proce, ss, by precomputing and storing the

sin and cos values for the transitions as well as the discrete flight path

• nglo increments, the computation•l lo•d is reduced.

Optimization and Pruninu

Extensive pruning can be done within the tree because of strict limitations on

climb and dive angles. Also, a node is pruned when ever it lies below the set

cle•r•nce •ltitude. (Thus, the set cleaz•nce altitude is ire•ted •s • hard

constraint. This constraint can be softened if desired for minor excursions

below the set clearance altitude.)

In carrying out the pruning, higher s:)lution resolution is obt•ined by

checking the set clearance altitude const_:aint at each mid-branch in addition

to the check at each node.

After propagation to the end of the patch, the best solution is then selected.

The process is sketched in Figure 36.

Figure 36. Vertical S;)lution Procedure

Once the vertical solution is known, then the entire three dimensional

trajectory is known in terms of a sequenc_ of positions (x,y,z) together with

the sequence of associated horizontal and vertical curvatures p and Pv

respectively. From this parameterizatior, the inertial accelerations can be

calculated.
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2.4.1.6 Aircraft Model

The aircraft model applied to the NOE Dynapath algorithms is shown below. The

equations will be summarized here and related to the controls used in Sections

2.4.1.5.2 and 2.4.1.5.3.

With reference to Figure 37, the accelerations perpendicular and parallel to

the velocity vector are given by:

v_,cos _,- nz sin,

v_- nzcos*-gcos

v - -g sin T

(3)

The Equation for v is a constant energy equation. However, in the current

implementation of Dynapath v is held constant, corresponding to a varying

energy. This implementation is consistent with the initial NASA application

to evaluate Dynapath in a real-time mode supporting constant velocity NOE

flight.

Figure 37. Aircraft Model Variables

The _ and _ terms, being rotations in the horizontal and vertical planes, can

be expressed in terms of rotations using the reciprocal radius controls

introduced in the previous subsections. For clarity, the p term used in the
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horizontal path generation will henceforth be designated PH-

are :

The rotations

_i pv v

" PH v cos ¥

In both of these equations Pv and QH _ay be negative, corresponding to

"negative g's" in the vertical plane and to right turns in the case of the

convention defining V in Figure 34.

Meanwhile the inertial axis motion, at constant velocity, is given by:

Px " v cos 7 cos

Px " -nz (sin V sin _ + cos V cos # sin

py - v cos 7 sin

py - nz (cos V sin % - sin V cos _ sin 7)

(5)

PZ " v sin 7

Pz " nz cos 4 cos 7- g

The position information (Px, Py, Pz) in one second intervals is of course known

from the the trajectories determined i]_ Sections 2.3.1-4 and 5, and the

heading V and flight path angle 7 for e_,ch position are known as well from

that same development.

Meanwhile, the acceleration terms can b_ expressed in terms of the PH,Qv

controls by inserting Equation (4) intc Equation (3) and then using the

results in the appropriate acceleration expressions Equation (5).

The final form is:

px - v cos7 cosV .

px - -PH (v cos 7) 2 sin _ - [@v v2 + _f cos 7] cosy sin 7

py - v cost sinv

PY " QH (v cos 7) 2 cos _ - [Pv v2 + g _:os 7] sin _ sin 7

(6)

pz - V sin 7

pz -@v v2 cos 7 +g [c°s2 7 - i]

We note again that the controls PH and F[*v have both positive and negative

values.
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Note that the bank angle 4 has been eliminated from the expression for Px in

Equation (6). In terms of the controls, its value is:

PH v2 c°s2 7

0 - tan -1 (. ,) (_)
Pv v2 + g cos T

Thus, all inertial terms as well as bank angle 4 can be expressed in terms of

the trajectories and associated controls PH, Pv at the one second quantization

scale.

2.4.1.7 Dynapath Algorithm Summary

The converted Dynapath algorithm process flow for a single patch computation

is shown in Figure 38. The 2-D horizontal path generating algorithm first

determines the optimum ground track and then employs similar techniques in a

separate vertical path generating module.

Table 12 summarizes the key parameters used in the Dynapath algorithm. The

digital terrain data and the cost function performance measure are pertinent

tO use of the map and are chosen by the user.

The horizontal and vertical set clearance values are optimization parameters,

as are the user selected TF/TA ratio and the maximum lateral deviation which

the algorithm is allowed in searching for the best horizontal trajectory.

The essential flight parameters which affect the Dynapath algorithm are the

acceleration relevant terms such as normal load, max bank angle, and roll

acceleration, and also the velocity and flight path angle limits.

Ulxlale _ All Tracks

8m S_t_ SW:m
_r Nocles_ Erd Zam?

Erd Zam

_ Gmeme H Cmsln_ _ C-_nPam emlTme Pmm_ End Nodes

Figure 38. Dynapath Process Flow
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Table 12. DYNAPATH TF/TA _J_ORITHM SUMMARY TABLE

_NPUTS

Blended, Smoothed Terrain

Elevation Data

Performance Measure

OPTIM_ZATIQN PARAMETERS

{orizontal Set Clearance

COMMENTS

Data formatted to standards of Level 1 DMA

Terrain Data, blended with real time sensor

data, and smoothed for horizontal set

clearance constraint

(Valley seeking)

n 2 2

Zi (Hi + _ D i )

i-1

Accountsd for by off-line smoothing of

Terrain Data on scale set by (Hset)ho r

value

Vertical Set Clearance

Maximum Lateral Deviation

from Reference Path

TF/TA Ratio -

Initial Boundary

Conditions

Constant; bias AGL msasured from smoothed

terrain_ supplied as user input

User in_)ut

User ir_put

Supplie_ within simulation from previous

patch

FLIGHT pARAMETERS

Normal Load Factor n z

Max Bank Angle _MAX

Airspeed

Flight Path Angle

Roll Acceleration

Aircraft Model

nz-g

Used to set Pv "
v

for#, 7 - 0 in Eq. 3

Used to quantize

g
PH ----_tan# from Eq. 7 withpv, T" 0

V L

From aircraft model and simulation

Explicitly used in vertical plane pruning,

limit angles are user inputs

Used to establish time quantization and

transition scheme

Eq. 3 with v " 0
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2.4.1.8 Conversion of Dynapath Code for NASA Application

2.4.1.8.1 Introduction

As discussed in the beginning of this section, a significant level of effort

took place in adapting the original Dynapath code to the NASA Helicopter Nor

flight regime. The conversion effort was driven principally by the more

restrictive aircraft maneuver limits, the goal of increasing ride quality, and

the need to maintain real-time code execution on a slower computer than was

available for the prototype tests.

Table 13 lists the key efforts made to enhance Dynapath under the contract.

Most efforts had a beneficial effect on advancing the technology of the

software, while one effort may hold promise in future applications, but was

abandoned in the quest for sufficient speed of execution.

Table 13. Specific Modifications Made for Helicopter Nor Environment

Effect on AlaoE$_hm

Increased frequency of pruning in lateral

and vertical path generation

increased speed

• Increased number of vertical controls - smoother ride

Filter terrain profile before vertical

path generation

increased speed

Accommodate vertical trees extending

below clearance altitude by inflicting

a high-cost penalty (see Reference

Diagram on next page)

program stability

attributes to vertical velocity

component in TF

increased model

fidelity and

speed

Enhanced by precomputing terrain

tables

Evaluate epsilon controls for a smooth

lateral path

smooth trajectory

at increased run

time

2.4.1.8.2 Lateral Path Code Developments

The original Dynapath model was configured to generate a single tree for the

first 10 seconds of flight, generating path sections of 1 second intervals.

After pruning those trees not already clipped by constraints during the first

phase of path generation, the time step was increased to 2 second intervals

and a revised control set was used to propagate trees in 3 stage increments

out to a 30 second path length. The technique produced an enormous number of

candidate trajectories and then selected the least cost, or optimum, from the
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set. The execution speed via this techniq_e proved extremely slow on the VAX

system.

The lateral path generation code was gener_lized to allow for a reduced number

of stages for the initial tree and a variable size for subsequent trees. A

performance study was conducted to search for a balance between speed of

execution and path optimization. For the terrain data bases in use, as few

stages as 3 were found to solve for the optimum trajectory reasonably well

when the secondary trees were also generated at one second intervals.

Figure 38 (left side) diagrams the lateral path generation control structure

initially used and itemizes the number of )_odes created within this procedure.

2.4.1.8.3 Development of Epsilon Controls

The standard set of five controls used in l:he Dynapath algorithm were intended

to provide a balance between using as fe_w controls as possible to maximize

speed of computation in a real-time proccJss, yet use the controls in such a

way that the maximum maneuvering performance of the aircraft could be

employed. Maximummaneuverability is only occasionally necessary to find and

exploit the best terrain features for TF/TA flight.

As a result, during the majority of the flight path generation, when only

minor differences in terrain are detected, rather aggressive maneuvers are

still used to produce the lateral trajectory. The oscillatory paths produced

by this process are both uncomfortable over extended periods in a manned

aircraft and call for a large amount of activity in controlling the aircraft,

an undesirable feature =in both manned or automatic flight modes.

The undesirable oscillations tend to intensify with the use of high TF/TA

ratios because the cost penalty associate_d with being even slightly off the

center line of the route increases rapidly. In addition, since any use of

bank angle control requires the aircraft to continue to the maximum bank angle

before returning to wings-level, slight _eviations from the nominal heading

requires maximum performance corrections.

An attempt which was made to solve this problem was to introduce two more

controls to the search process. These controls were added about the zero

heading control. The zero heading contzol was removed, resulting in a net

increase of only one control. However, the interaction between controls was

revised to allow half bank controls to regenerate or to return to either

epsilon control as well as to proceed to wax bank angle.

Figure 39 illustrates the epsilon control relationship and enumerates the

number of nodes created at each step. Notre that the number after thee stages

is larger than the baseline Dynapath by greater than a factor of three. The

computational explosion diminished the s|_ed of execution accordingly as is

illustrated in Figure 40, but it also proCuced very smooth trajectories.

In summary, the lateral path modifications to Dynapath served to speed the

code execution and to smooth the trajectory, but additional modifications were

necessary at the conclusion of the effort under the funding phase of this

contract.
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2.4.1.8.4 Vertical Path Code Development

The original Dynapath vertical path generation software extracted the terrain

profile of the lateral path and solved for the lowest vertical trajectory by

generating trees with a set of three cont_:ols: max pull-up, zero incremental

g, and max nose over. The climb and dive angle limits of the aircraft and the

terrain clearance attitude served as constraints to prune the nodes during

tree generation.

The process served to prove the concept of generating a flyable vertical path,

but resulted in an extremely rough ride. Furthermore, a significant portion

of the overall code execution time was spent in the vertical path generation

module. The initial modifications to the vertical path generation module

focused on reducing the number of node_ generated between pruning and in

adding an intermediate positive vertical control (50% of max acceleration).

The additional control resulted in • significant increase in "smoothness of

ride" and remains in use today. However., the computation time required for

vertical path generation, though reduced, was still significantly large due to

the large number of paths which were generated. Upon inspection, most of the

propagated paths resulted in altitudes far above the terrain clearance

altitude and had cost values greatly in excess of the optimum path. It was

observed that other propagated paths which were constraint pruned by the set

clearance altitude, could have been pruned several generations earlier if it

were recognized that the downrange terrain gradient exceeded the maximum angle

of climb.

C

N S
S

S0 DYNAPATH

PATCH LENGn-I

Figure 40. Number of Computations
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A terrain filter algorithm was introduced which creates a smoothed set

clearance profile to reflect the climb and dive limits of the aircraft.

Vertical altitude zones were assigned parallel to the smoothed set clearance

and unevenly spaced as illustrated in Figure 41 to aggressively prune vertical

paths which were removed from the minimum allowable altitude. The

introduction of these measures greatly reduced the number of paths without any

loss of fidelity in deriving the optimum vertical path.

The vertical path performance measure was revised to accommodate flying below

the smoothed set clearance altitude. Previous to this, simulations would

crash if the aircraft dipped even one foot below the constraint. A slight

penetration of this constraint across a peak might not be a serious breach of

the desire to fly safely as low as possible. The performance measure heavily

penalizes flying below the set clearance, but was found to accept, as optimum,

the brief excursions characteristic of skimming rough terrain.

2.4.1.8.5 Other Modifications

Another problem which had been occurring involved a foreshortening affect

related to the correspondence of lateral path terrain values and the fact that

a climbing/descending aircraft fails to match the assumed locations. This was

corrected by efficiently interpolating the values during the trajectory

generation process. The technique is as follows:

In determining the lateral path, a nearest neighbor selection process is

used to find the terrain altitude associated with the location of each

point in the trajectory.

Next, a linear interpolation is made at one foot intervals across the

patch length used for vertical trajectory generation. Then during

vertical trajectory computation, terrain values are simply found by

using a table look-up.

This technique significantly increased the speed of the vertical trajectory

process, while more accurately placing the nodes.

2.4.1.9 Dynapath Source Code Delivery

The modified decoupled Dynapath source code was delivered to NASA on June 6,

1986. The software is coded in Fortran 77. It is designed to operate on the

VAX/VMS operating system and, in fact, was implemented without major

modification.

There are seven major software modules to the delivered code.

are:

The sections

• Section 1:

• Section 2:

• Section 3:

• Section 4:

• Section 5:

• Section 6:

• Section 7:

The driver routine

Major lateral optimization routines

Major vertical optimization routines

Common blocks used in the algorithm

Data files

Utilities to read data files

Compile and link command files
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The driver section of the program first executes the lateral optimization

module, then the vertical optimization section. Sections 4 through 7 are

program and data support components for the integrated software system. The

Appendix details each routine and briefly describes the functions.

2.4.1.10 Continued Dynapath Development

The development of the Dynapath code has continued at an intensive level under

NASA-SBIR Contract NAS2-12402. Developments under this Phase II contract have

resulted in significant computational speed enhancements. Adaptations were

made to the TF/TA ratio element of the cost module to command the trajectory

smoothly through waypoints. Other developments were pursued to closely

support a real-time man-in-the-loop simulation using Dynapath in October 1986.

Figure 42 illustrates the execution of Dynapath for a typical scenario used in

the real-time simulation. The commanded lateral trajectory is superimposed on

the NASA-NOr terrain data base for a simulated Nor helicopter flight. The

polygons represent synthetic mountains. The degree to which the commanded

trajectory deviates from the route segment centerline is determined by the

TF/TA ratio and the height of the terrain. The adaptability of the trajectory

to maneuver around waypoints and obstacles is limited by the performance
constraints of the helicopter.

Dynapath continues in development under this contract with the principal goals

being to support real-time Nor flight capability and to enhance the pilot-

vehicle interface associated with using automated TF/TA techniques.

2.4.2 Far Field Naviaa_iQn

2.4.2.1 Dynaplan

The role for far field navigation was briefly discussed in a previous section

of this report (Section 2.1.7). The purpose of far field navigation is to

select the best "big picture" path to fly subject to the multiple constraints

and goals of the mission.

A prototype mission planning capability has been developed to support this far

field navigation element. The software, Dynaplan, is based on Dynamic Pro-

gramming techniques which serve to optimize a cost functional. The process

itself guarantees global optimality subject to the values (terrain, threats,

etc.) placed on the cost components of the problem.

The method indicates promise both for use in an automated ground based mission

planning function and also to serve as an on-board replanning capability. It

serves as an ideal precursor to near field navigation by automatically gener-

ating a flyable coarse route which can be fine-tuned in real-time by Dynapath-

type :software.

Table 14 lists the key mission planning parameters. Terrain, threat, aircraft

performance, and path const:aints form the data base information which is man-

aged and manipulated in generating the cost function for the optimization pro-

cess. Mission specific items, iteration parameters, and evaluation criteria
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reflect the human Judgment and priorities with respect to the components of

the problem and greatly affect the optimization process.

Figure 43 is a sample of the top-down display of a Dynaplan solution. Several

optimized routes are shown to a target corresponding to different entry points

to the target region. A commanded route is shown for comparison with this

optimized route. The hazards and cost components of each route can be

extracted for comparison/evaluation.

Table 14. Mission Planning Parameters

DIOITN.B.EVATI(IN

DATA

- DMA

• USG$

PATHCO_SIRAINI_

- VV_:ATHER

• THREATS

- WAYPOWTS

. WTERVtSlSIUTY

11.IREATDATA

- LETHNJTY

• OETECTIONRADIUS

- ASI:ECT OE.aENOI_"Y

PB:I:I:RMNCl DATA

- NOIaN_ SPSED

• FUEL CONSlMPTION

- RANGE

W:U11 _

• TIME

- FUB. C(:NSUMED

- OEIEClK_ Iq_aASL_

- SURVNN. Iq_SAatJTY

- V_IGI_ED COST

_ FD.'TE

I%q_E_L_T

NT_L CO_OmONS

. OF.S_NATION

- MAP LIMII"S

WEIGHIINOP,IVINdETIS:B

- MINIMUM TIME

- "n41F.ATEImOOUI_

. OETECTION

. WEATHER

mmON_

WA_ff m'_SlON8

_.llqmllVE ROUR_

Figure 43. "Artistic" Output From Dynaplan
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2.4.2.2 VAX Global Path optimization Soft_are Delivered to NASA

The prototype of the Dynaplan software was delivered to NASA for use in

evaluating the applicative global algorithm to far field navigation. The

software con_onents supplied include the fc)llowing:

• COSt generation module

• Optimization module (before mollifications for maximum speed)

• Path retrieval module

• Vehicle model

• Simple (circular) threat module

• Input/output routines

These modules have been significantly ,_nhanced in the generation of the

Dynaplan Mission Planning Tool, but the k._ystone algorithms remain similar to

the current product.
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3.0

The efforts on this study, "Autonomous Flight and Remote Site Landing Guidance

Research for Helicopters," have resulted in measurable developments in the

technology required for supporting automatic helicopter flight in the Nor

regime. There are three principal benefits which have come from this

research:

1. Definition of a system concept which supports current and future

work in this area.

w Comprehensive research in the application of optical flow

techniques to perform passive ranging on data within an imaging
sensor field-of-view.

. Development and delivery of automatic guidance algorithms and code

which supports key concepts for Nor flight.

The system concept supports the desire by NASA to maximize the use of

relatively low cost, passive sensors. By utilizing a digital map database as

a sensor and integrating it with INS/GPS positional measurement, range

measurements can be provided to the very near field navigation system with

respect to the gross features of the landscape. The accuracy of this approach

must be determined. Low power active systems and high resolution imaging

sensors are necessary primarily to support measurement of hazards in the near

field, particularly, the 10-1000 feet range.

Furthermore, the system concept supports driving active sensors with

preliminary measurements from passive sensors. This approach is preferred to

any generalized sensor blending/fusion techniques.

Active sensors may be a liability, making the rotorcraft visible to threats in

a hostile military environment. The most desirable active ranging device, a

CO 2 laser, can be hazardous to any nearby persons. However, because of the

relatively low sensor range requirements (~1 km), the system should be

significantly more difficult to detect than those designed for high

speed/altitude operating environments.

Motion cueing of imaging sensors is the key to extracting the relative

position and velocity of the rotorcraft as it moves across the terrain. By

using image processing techniques to find key features in the terrain and

collecting the same features over several sensor frames (or "snapshots') the

optical flow, or 2-dimensional angular velocity of these features can be used

to infer the relative position and velocity of the aircraft with respect to

these features. The accuracy of the method is subject to the repeatability in

collecting significant features and the ability to remove or account for

sensor platform errors. It is strongly recommended that the sensor platform

be stabilized in all 3 axes. Accurate acceleration measurements are needed to

damp out positional errors.

The underlying technical base for individual sensor processing needs

continuing research and development. The initial development of an optical

flow vision approach applied to a single possible sensor system in this study

shows promise, but also suggests the overall amount of study which is
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necessary to investigate the possibilities and flaws in this and related

(e.g., stereo) machine vision concepts.

Additionally, it is important to stress the need to evaluate these sensor

concepts using realistic data. The Ft. Rucker video and FLIR imagery used in

this effort highlighted the problems of oE_taining such data and converting it

to an acceptable format.

In the realm of automatic guidance, real-time TF/TA software code, Dynapath,

has been implemented and shows promise :i.n simulations. Eventually, it is

hoped that flight test will demonstrate relieving the pilot workload in low

altitude TF/TA maneuvering. A wealth of practical details need to be

addressed in such areas as pilot-vehicle interface, real-time computation

loading in an aircraft system, in order to transition this technology into the

practical aviation world.

Lastly, the far-field navigation technology is maturing into a practical tool

to interface with the real-tlme near-fi_id navigation. Concepts for such

integration were illustrated in this effort.

Reco_dations for Further Study

The Phase I effort of the autoguidance study has been successful in

identifying promising concepts for using _l relatively low cost passive sensor

system and advanced real-time navigation techniques to enhance the safety of

flight in the Nor environment. The key navigation algorithms are undergoing

further refinement and_maturity, under a diifferent NASA contract.

There are several sensor-oriented areas_ of research which would greatly

benefit from a Phase II follow-on effort. These items are outlined below:

9b_ect Correlation. The passive ra_ging technique pursued in the study

to date has been one of feature detection. Object correlation promises

a more accurate ranging measure with little, if any, compromise in

processing speed.

____. Methods need to be determined as to how best present the

predicted object avoidance information both to the pilot and autopilot

system. Considerations of false alarms, noise, and conflicting

information must be accounted for. There is also a need to clearly and

simply direct information via the HUD or other means which do not

require visual diversion from outsi_:le the cockpit.

D_ta Consistency. Greater attenticn should now be directed to applying

the passive ranging techniques to sequences of data. By evaluating the

consistency of information extracted form multiple images, and for a

variety of scenarios, an under_tanding can be made as to the

probabilities of detection/false alarm.

Naviuation Data Estimation. In l_eu of actual companion position and

velocity information, off-line i_age processing techniques might be

applied to enhance the estimates u_ed for the velocity vector location.

Either this refinement or actual data is essential for validating the

results of passive ranging technique.
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Sensor Reouirements for Futur9 Evaluation

The following recommendations should also be considered with regard to data

collection for passive sensing:

AGC Slow or Locked - especially on FLIR systems, have an extremely

short time constant which creates unwanted contrast differences in

successive images.

Stable Video Sync - Many cameras or tape copying techniques

severely degrade the sync, rendering the images unusable due to

resulting litter.

Standard Video Format (480 Lines) - Most FLIR systems tend to have

approximately 780 video lines while commercial image processing

systems are set up for 480 or 512 lines. Though the data can be

converted, the equipment is not readily available.

If Film Input, Then Synchronized Conversion to Video - Film is an

excellent data source because of its sharpness and exposure

latitude. However, to avoid image blurring, each video frame must

contain only one film frame.

No Symbology on Input Video - Many currently available data

sources have symbology superimposed on the image. This symbology

overlaps c_itical data or greatly increases the image processing

requirements.

Concurrent Navigation Data - Camera attitude and position

information is required for complete validation of the results.

Evaluation of Aircraft Flexing - If the inertial system is

separate from the camera, then the flexibility between the two

must be known to maintain sufficient attitude accuracy.
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DYNAPATH SOUR;- _E CODE

Sectioa 1:

Section 2:

MAIN.FOR

DPH.FOR

CONTROLS.FOR

ICS.FOR

PRUNEH.FOR

TREEH.FOR

RECOVER.FOR

LEAFH. FOR

LIMITS.FOR

LINE.FOR

DRAWLZNE.FOR

Section 3: VDPH.FOR

VCNTRLS.FOR

VLEAFH.FOR

VTREEH.FOR

VPRUNEH.FOR

VRECOVER.FOR

INIT_ARRAY.FOR

LINEAR.FOR

NEWSETCL.FOR

Main program both for lateral and vertical trajectory

generation

The driver subroutine which performs the optimization

necessary to find the two dimensional solution. The

following procedures are invoked by DPH.FOR.

Computes current lateral control set

Computer initial condition vectors

Tree pruning procedure

Generates n-level trees in X-Y axis where 0 < n < 8

Retraces optimal _olution from winner node to creator

through all trees

Generates offsprir_g nodes for the trees and tests hard

constraints

Examines validation of input parameters

Draws a line from point-i to point-2

Graphically displays the region in which the Dynapath

algorithm is run

The driver subroutine which performs the optimization

necessary to find the vertical trajectory. The

following proceduc:es are invoked by VDPH.FOR

Computes current vertical CONTROL.SET

Vertical LEAFH generator

Vertical tree gen,_rator

Vertical tree pru:_ing procedure

Retraces vertical optimal solution from winner node to

creator node thro_Igh all trees

Initialize vertical Dynapath arrays

Performs linear i,%terpolation

Generates a new set clearance
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VINDEX.FOR

SINETBL.FOR

COSITBL.FOR

Section 4: CO_4ON.BLOCKS

MAINPROG.FOR

SCEN.FOR

LATERAL.FOR

VERTICAL.FOR

Determines distance, altitude, and angular indices

Fills an array of sin(angle) where -76 < angle < 76

Fills an array of cos(angle) where -76 < angle < 76

Dynapath definitions

Common blocks for scenario variables

Common blocks for lateral Dynapath

Co,on blocks for vertical Dynapath

Section 5: INPUT DATA FILES

ICIN.DAT

SINE.DAT

COSINE.DAT

DYN.DAT

Dynapath scenario files

Sine table

Cosine table

512 by 512 data file (528 blocks). Each record

contains 8192bytes. The first record is the header
record.

Section 6:

DPH.DAT

PATCH.DAT

PERF.DAT

SET.DAT

OUTPUT DATA FILES

Solution vector both for lateral and vertical Dynapath

Patch update solution vector

Performance statistics in vertical trajectory

Interpolated terrain altitude values for vertical

trajectory

Section 7: UTILITY FOR READING DATA

READALTI.FOR Reads an array of 512 by 512 of altitude values which

are declared to be logical "1

Section 8: COMPILATION/LINKAGE

COMPILE.COM Command file

LINK.COM Command file
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